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Chapter 6  The Powers of Darkness and Light: night and day of 
settlement space

Various strands from the proceeding chapters are used here for suggesting concepts of late pre-
historic cosmology enfolded in settlement features. Basically, the interpretation concerns time 
and place, as various aspects of seasons, economy, settlement duration and the content of features. 
A few gender considerations are also put forward within these facets of meaning.

The logic of the foot-symbol to Tree-symbol analysis of Chapter 3 included materials stretch-
ing back past that of Schagen, and forward to historical points of discussion. A very long-term 
logic was suggested through finds and analogy. It is a historical argument, whereby some reflec-
tion puts one within long-term transformations by still being able to think in terms of material 
feet as Christmas stocking in association with Christmas Tree and seasonal ritual. The practices 
are still retrievable as embedded in modern thought patterns and action as transformations 
through continuous time. Not traceable as directly recorded is that pits form sky-constellation 
patterns and refer to the phenomena of stars. The patterns and accompanying deposits carry the 
argument in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 delved into some texts of other areas, by which those 
of missionaries are considered most telling on pagan practice. Rather than illustrating later texts 
with archaeological findings, pre-historic traces can be used to define and then present tradition, 
as well as filling in the rather vague texts.

A common (religious) metaphor is thought decoded along the way, as materialized features are 
the pointers to aspects of the literal ‘powers of darkness and light’. The ‘Powers of Darkness’, sug-
gested here to be the night-time features (including the planets and moon) were evilized within 
later Christianising endeavour. The phrase ‘Powers of Darkness’ is now commonly understood as 
a metaphor, but here these powers are taken in a literal sense within timekeeping, economy and 
religion for the pre-Christian period of the settlements. One must conclude that while planets, 
sun and moon might have been seen as gods, the constellation patterns were images, as pictures. 
The holes were filled with materials for the afterlife, for the inhabitants themselves. 

This chapter first regards the layout of the constellation patterns and general directions com-
mon to the sites discussed in Chapter 4, but here in regards to motion of the revolving star 
patterns in conjunction with the sun. Features as lines pointing to the revolving patterns and 
the sun are discussed. The model of three seasons, as put forward in Chapter 2, is further speci-
fied and related to the four constellation patterns at Schagen Muggenburg-I. Subsequently, one 
position is taken through time of the sites, as a tradition, of the suggested iconographic Horse’s 
hoof, while the anthropological theme of ‘binding’ is taken in looking at materials for one site. 
Different horizontal scales and directions are used of settlement features of both Schagen sites 
to begin suggesting structural relationships between the patterns and inhabitants. Then, vertical 
dimensioning of features is taken through the theme of inversion to combine inhabitants with 
ideas on gods and images. A short section on implications for surrounding settlements, as com-





munality of ritual, follows. The close of the Schagen sites, and many other settlements of the 
region, were marked by covering them with mounds, and an interpretation is put forward for 
this aspect of dead settlement landscaping in the 4th century. Scale as different state of the settle-
ments includes a place within the natural landscape as tri-partition, for the coastal settlements, 
within conception of the tri-partition of the night sky. 

 .                     

Risings and settings of constellations can be used to tell time in their cyclical rounds through the 
year. Alignments and exactitude was a topic touched upon in Chapter 5 as part of the megalithic 
debate. This section does not use lines of settlement features as an argument for existence of the 
figures. Most important are the patterns of features at the different sites and materials interrelat-
ing with the earthly and the sky phenomena. Spatial orientation and movement within ritual 
has long been a theme of anthropological studies (cf Parkin 1992), and some of the examples of 
cosmology given in Chapter 5 illustrate the point. The following general statement within cos-
mology as broad research field can be taken as the broad meaning of why ‘orientations’ should 
be sought at all:

‘…symbols of space and its order most clearly illustrate the religious act of orienta-
tion, that is, the fundamental process of situating human life in the world. Orienta-
tion is the conscious act of defining and assuming proper position in space’ (Eliade 
& Sullivan 1987, 105).

There are obviously numerous lines one can draw through features of the plans. Some of these 
lines seem more sensical within an internal logic of seasonal concerns. These story-lines are 
more important than any exact alignments to the horizon. The general place on the horizon is 
important for combining time with the time of economic activities. 

Some constellations are large figures; coming up over the horizon, sightlines can intersect 
with them at any number of points, on certain stars, or on ‘empty’ areas, as body parts, that may 
have been a target, enclosed by the stars of the figures. The reoccurring patterns, arranged simi-
larly within the sites, were activities as cycles within a subsistence economy practiced at specific 
places: 

place:time::activities:seasons 

Two types of concerns are interpreted as having been marked: those formed by the ground 
iconography pointing to themselves in the sky; and, the directions to the sun, but built-in to 
the night-time figures. General alignments are read as integrating night and daytime phenom-
ena enfolding the yearly segmented but cyclical time of daily life. It is through looking at these 
spatial arrangements as time/activity constructs that something of the gender economics of a 
settlement can also be suggested.





 .  .                                    :                    

The dome of the heavens is still an apt phase, whether it applies to that stretching from horizon 
to horizon, or that seeming to revolve at night around a point, in the north (if you are stand-
ing on earth within the northern hemisphere). Many still know how to find the direction of 
‘North’ through using the Greater Bear/Big Dipper to find the Polestar/Polaris, the near north, 
celestial pole. Standing on the north Pole, the Polestar is straight above; at the equator it is at the 
horizon. In Amsterdam, Polaris is now about 52° above the horizon. Stars appear to rotate along 
the same path around the Polestar (it is not yet celestial North; stars are measured in degrees 
from the celestial equator, at 0°, which is called their declination). For all appearances (thus, 
from earth and not within the science of why it is so) the background of stars is a revolving 
‘dome’, the centre the celestial pole, now approximately the position of the Polestar. The dome 
is tilted relative to the horizon. At the latitude of Amsterdam (c. 52°35’), those constellations 
closer to the celestial pole, that around which stars seem to be revolving, are always visible such 
as the Greater Bear/Big Dipper, Cassiopeia, and Dragon that follow a path around, and c. 30°, 
from the Polestar (thus, a declination of about 60°). The stars of these constellations are always 
above the horizon.  Other constellations are further away, including three of the four discussed 
here, which dip below the horizon, and are not always visible at night. The fourth constellation, 
Hercules/The Kneeler remains partially visible. The constellations have a yearly ‘life-cycle’. The 
point for the discussion is important (cf also Chapter 7).

Of less importance is the changeability of the night sky through a very long period. While 
stars seem to circle around the Polestar now, this is a changeable situation due to what is known 
as the precession of the equinoxes. Within a cycle of about 26,000 years, the north pole of the 
earth, wobbling on its axis, describes a circle around a part of the heavens. Hereby, for the long 
term, the position changes about which the stars seem to be revolving.100 For example, in 1 AD 
the Polestar was about 12° away from a point (marked by a dim star near the tail of Dragon) 
around which the stars seemed to be circling. In contrast, about 7,500 BC the stars would appear 
to be circling around the star of the right heel (τ Hercules; position K6) of the constellation 
Hercules,101 and the ‘Polestar’ was circling around this point c. 44° away. If one were charting 
through the millennia where stars rose over the horizon, there would be a marked, but gradual 
change.102 Exact alignments could have been set out to one star, but the alignments would differ 
through time (cf North 1996, 23-26). Correction is made103 for determining where and when 
(there is also a time difference) stars arose due to this gradual change in the relative positioning 
of the earth’s north pole to the stars, as the shift in the celestial pole. For the time period in ques-
tion (600 BC-350 AD; Amsterdam), the difference is small. For example, Aldebaran, the brightest 
star of the face of Taurus/the Bull, would have shifted 7° during the period rising more to the 
north over the horizon (from azimuth c. 78° to 71°), and about three days earlier. When exactly 
is another problem, as it has to do with how far above the true horizon it could be seen.

Visibility of a star at the horizon (extinction angle) has to do with the magnitude of the star, the 
quality of the lower atmosphere, the altitude from which one is viewing, the height of the actual 
horizon, and how far the sun is under the horizon. Viewing conditions were certainly not optimal 
for places such as the settlements here discussed, not far from the sea and hardly above sea level. The 
earthly landscape of the settlement was (is) more or less flat, with only low dunes to the west, near 
the sea. Stands of trees may certainly have been at some distance.104 As noted, conditions for seeing 
stars generally would have been exceedingly better in the past, now dimmed through increasing 





atmospheric and general light pollution, certainly in the Netherlands.105 However, neither exact 
days of the year nor exact alignments to certain stars are important for this present study. 

The patterns were set out and there was some adjustment to actual proportional distances 
between how the pattern looks in the sky, and looks on the ground. This could have been done 
for purposes of aligning certain features on areas of the horizon. As stated, and obvious, one can 
draw numerous lines joining up feature dots on plans, going various directions: those few to be 
discussed and shown (figs. 55 & 56) could show interest in general directional indicators. These 
seem to make sense within the framework of stars, or areas framed by stars, as parts of constel-
lation ‘body parts’ of the patterns distinguished. 

Keeping track of time through constellations can be done by charting the positions, for example, 
before the light of dawn or at the close of day – that is, coupled to the arrival or departure of 
the sun – watching what happens near the borderline of time between night and day, along the 
horizon, the border zone of lived and cosmological space. As cited in Chapter 5, Tacitus had 
mentioned that Germanic people (as had Caesar on the Celts) started the day at night. This is 
still done in ‘The West’, where the new day begins rather arbitrarily at midnight. ‘Night ushers 
in the day’, as the saying goes. 

Through the classical text indications, the system of charting the hours before dawn was 
that system first regarded for the constellation movements through the year. Importantly, these 
constellation movements before dawn better specify the times of two economic high-points of 
the year, suggested as correlating to ritual events and types of initial deposits, bound to digging 
and filling pits as suggested in Chapter 2 (fig. 11). In concert, as combinations of constellations 
rising and falling simultaneously, the storyline becomes even better defined through regarding 
both eastern and western horizons, at the time before dawn. 

The constellation figures could be perceived as pulling up the sun, which then frames the 
time of many human daily activities. As months go by, the same constellation is progressively 
higher – away from the eastern horizon – before being blighted by light. Then, descending 
towards the western horizon, the time comes when it is no longer visible during the hours 
before dawn.106 The star or constellation is absent for a period of weeks or months before dawn, 
until it is ‘reborn’ again in the east, as an eastern horizon figure in the year. The constellations 
are however visible during various nights, doing their rounds, coming up and going down in the 
same positions at the horizon as they do for the yearly cycle, as defined by dawn and the rising 
sun. Thus, within this system of tracking time, what is happening along the eastern and western 
horizon about two hours before the sun comes up, is the seasonal cycle through the year. But, 
the longer-term cycle can sometimes be seen within one night, and some mention will be made 
on this aspect in section 6.2, on the Schagen Muggenburg-I site.

A few general lines to the horizon are shown in Figures 55 & 56 for the patterns of three of 
the five sites. Plans of directional indicators are not presented for two of the sites: Uitgeester-
broekpolder 18 has too many features and at Schagen Muggenburg-III the area excavated was 
rather small. 

Four of the sites are settlements characterized by a traditional mixed farming economy, pri-
marily concerned with livestock rearing, with a very great emphasis on cattle. The exception to 
an enfigured spatial context may be the Horse pattern at Velserbroek-B6, with the relatively large 
number of metal finds in the channel adjacent to the pattern. Implied may be a more communal 
context and special ritual site. Digging the channel itself would not seem to have been an individ-





ual family enterprise, and for the region, it would be extraordinary if one family had the quantity 
of metal finds deposited in the watery channel. However, it must be mentioned again, the duration 
of use of the channel is unknown; the Roman import finds cannot be used for dating the site.

 .  .                                           

Standardization is used below and all mention of times is approximate. The stars mentioned 
are at an altitude of 5° degrees above the horizon, unless otherwise noted and the altitude of 
the sun is minimally -12° below the eastern horizon, thus at least two hours before sunrise. 
The visibility of the constellations after the sun has set is not taken into account, unless noted. 
The latitude used is for Amsterdam (52°35’). Azimuth is measured from north. By convention, 
Netherlands grid north107 is shown on the plans, which is less than 1° difference (to the west) 
than geographical north for the positions of the sites discussed. There are therefore variously 
inbuilt factors to stymie discussion on ‘exactitude’. Drawn ‘lines’ can be juggled variously over 
the features, and obtaining differences is easily accomplished, and those shown are to the stars, 
and sun, as described below (and in section 6.2).

First, the general characteristics of Pegasus/Horse and Taurus/the Bull (but here considered a 
Cow) will be gone into for the time in the night sky before dawn. Then, the sites of Velserbroek 
Hofgeest, Uitgeesterbroek Polder 18 and Velserbroek-B6 will be briefly discussed. (Both Horse 
and Cow, and the two additional figures of Greater Dog and Hercules/the Kneeler will be taken 
up in section 6.2 on Schagen Muggenburg-I)

 
constellation Horse (Pegasus/Horse) and the sun
Horse is the largest of the four figures in the sky. On the ground, the pattern consistently has 
inbuilt directions of features, which seem to be referencing the Winter Solstice set/Summer 
Solstice rise. During his cycle, Horse rises up in the east, nose first with his back angled (to the 
south) to the horizon, legs higher in the sky. He is upside down. A very large constellation, the 
stars (hind leg to nose) came up over the horizon between an azimuth of about 69° to 96°. 
Horse has a life cycle in the sky from eastern horizon, arching around to the south where he 
was higher and about halfway between horizon and that directly overhead (the zenith) and then 
around and down to the west. The officially recognized ‘mouth’ as the star Enif, on the ground 
position H2, rose almost due east in mid-January.108 The entire constellation had fully risen on 
the east by late March, with the centre of the square of Pegasus almost due east. The sun around 
the time of the Spring equinox would be coming up where Pegasus had been.

Early September, Horse’s skull (Enif, H2) went down almost due west. During the hours 
before the Autumnal equinox rise, the square of Pegasus was going down, Algenib (H8) about 
at the place the equinox sun would set. The hind leg corresponding to the settlement pattern 
(H10, δ Andromeda, not now officially part of the constellation) would disappear in the hours 
before dawn before mid-October,109 between west and northwest. 

Horse as fully risen constellation starts off the period of regeneration of plants and livestock. 
If the first rise of his skull (Enif) was recognized, there would have been about a month between 
winter solstice and the beginning of the rise of the constellation, which precedes – foretells 
– the growth cycle of the year. The ‘Winter’ pits (Chapter 2) were distinguished through a horse 
bone deposit as initial deposit. There was however no good ageing criteria present for an exact 





period, except possibly the occurrence of wild fowl. Northern text indications were taken for 
the importance of ‘mid-winter’, and was taken to be the winter solstice (Chapter 2). The inbuilt 
lines to the sun within the Horse pattern, and horse deposit as part of the form of pit layout in 
threes within the late settlements bind the period as looking forward to Horse’s rise. 

The figure of the ‘Rider’ as astride the pattern Horse at two sites, Velserbroek-Hofgeest and 
Schagen Muggenburg-I, but not an officially recognized constellation, was suggested to extend 
to part of Aquarius – the head (R1) with dim stars (ψ 1-3 Aquarius). These would have come 
up in the southeast and set into the horizon in the west-southwest. As with other dim stars (such 
as H10, δ Andromeda), the entire pattern would have been known from darker areas of the sky 
and probably where they would fall at the horizon as relative positioning to those stars that were 
visible of constellation Horse. 

constellation ‘Cow’ (head ofTaurus/the Bull)
The constellation of Cow (Taurus/the Bull) follows the constellation Horse along a similar path. 
The head/face of the constellation rose on its side, the bottom of the V-shape to the south. The 
head position of Taurus/the Bull, with brightest star Aldebaran (position C9), would have been 
visible to the east the second week of July, spanning only 9° of the horizon (about azimuth 
84-93°: Aldebaran to λ Taurus, position C15, but a dim star) or only about 4° when taking just 
the Hyades and Aldebaran into account. The group of Pleiades, which are important for many 
cultures, and within western astronomy considered part of this constellation, preceded the rise 
of the face of Cow, around the time of the Summer Solstice, but most probably could not be 
seen.110 They are about 11° above the Hyades, during rise of the Hyades on the east. 

Following Horse around the sky to the south, and then to the west, Cow also disappears on 
the west. For the earliest site dated about 600 BC, the face of Cow, with Aldebaran (at alt. 8°) 
almost due west (az. c. 272°), was preceded by the Pleiades somewhat further to the north (at c. alt. 
5°, az. 286°). For the dating of the latest site (c. 350 AD), this had become about 279° and 292°, 
respectively. The V-shape of the constellation sinking into the western horizon was upright, and 
thus the pattern on the ground at the two earlier sites might be as considered as a mirror image. 
The situation of the pattern at the two later sites, Schagen Muggenburg-I & III, is more of a very 
approximate map of the eastern horizon figure, but turned towards the northeast in the ground. 
The constellation disappeared before dawn during the first (earlier sites) and second week (later 
sites) of November (Aldebaran alt. 5° on the western horizon; sun -12° under the eastern). 

 
 .  .                                 :             -          

⁽       ⁾ ,                            ⁽    ⁄      .    -      .  

  ⁾                 -    ⁽    ⁄      .    ⁾  

The two constellation patterns of Horse and Cow are thought delineated at the sites earlier 
than the Schagen sites. There are possible indicators for the patterns Hercules/The Kneeler and 
Greater Dog at these sites, but the subject will await complete publication of these sites. 111

Velserbroek-Hofgeest Horse pattern (fig. 55)
Figure 55 shows some lines of features which could demonstrate inhabitant interest in pointers 
to the sky where Horse rose and set. There are also built-in pointers to the sun. In using this 





marked Horse as time-keeper, one could stand on the mound (or anywhere), and look to the 
east to have a view of the horizon.112 Most conspicuous as a feature, however, is Horse’s back, 
as wooden beams laid into the ground. This feature could have been laid out as an approximate 
orientation to the Summer Solstice rise-Winter Solstice set, and similar lines are associated with 
the pattern Horse at the other sites. The beams had been buried prior to agricultural activities, 
forming the backbone to this part of the settlement economy of cultivated soil, as it forms the 
backbone to the Horse pattern. 

The beams join the star-dot points of H7-H8. Directionally, Horse on the ground is going 
away from the Winter solstice set, pulling up the sun towards the highest rise of the year in the 
northeast. This is opposite to what is happening in the sky, as Horse is moving towards the south. 
The sun, rising higher up (that is from the southeast to northeast), is going in the opposite direc-
tion. As time, however, Horse is rising higher (in vertical aspect) as the sun rolls up the horizon. 

The constellation Horse, as fully present in the sky by late March, would be correlated to a 
number of activities getting under way, including getting livestock out to pasture, if they had been 
stalled indoors during the winter. Regeneration of plant life would be marked by this period and 
preparing the ground for cultivation could begin. Piglets and lambs would increase the livestock 
holdings, and in June calves would be born. In the period of the Summer solstice, Horse was above 
the southeast (thus above where the Winter solstice sun would rise, six months later). 

Horse goes down in the west, and looking from the mound over the area of cultivation, and 
over the buried pattern in the ground, the constellation would start setting in early September, 
and could be associated with harvesting. 

At this early site, Horse also has the possible Rider pattern, similar in layout to the Schagen 
Muggenburg-I features. Suggested is therefore that by about 600 BC, an anthropomorphic 
figure is already associated with Horse, as is wood, in the beam of Horse’s back. Following the 
indications of finds and positioning at two of the other sites, through time, and classical texts of 
the most important god as being ‘Mercury’, one arrives at an Odin/Wotan/Wodan figure, here 
as image by 600 BC, on his Horse. Taking ‘Mercury’ as literally meaning the planet, it is associ-
ated with the sun at dawn and sunset – hard to see, mysterious, as is the figure of later, recorded 
myth. There is here also the association of this Horse pattern with wood – his back as oak beams. 
The text of ‘Yggdrasill’, the Tree of Life, is a compound word meaning ‘Odin’s Horse’, which 
will be gone into more fully in Chapter 7. As mythical object/figure of regeneration, life and 
death, the figure of Horse with Rider can be identified as rising and falling during the year and 
period of regeneration in plant and animal life. 

Velserbroek-Hofgeest Cow pattern (fig. 55)
The position of the rise of the constellation Horse in time is the place of the rise of constellation 
Cow. As a literal extension of features, this is seen through the end of Horse’s hind leg posi-
tion (H10) on the ground, leading into Cow’s C2 position, where it stops. The ground pattern 
of Cow is primarily dug into an area of pasture. The period of rise of the constellation in late 
June/early July is associated with the calving period, and could have formed the association with 
the close of this economically important phase of the year. Calves were also those last-born of 
the livestock holdings, and brought the filling out of the herd to a close.

The mound (with calf burial) could have been used to see the constellation rise to the east. 
Or, for example, as Figure 55 shows, with a line to the general direction if standing within the 
ground pattern (on C4), looking over C9. Position C9 in the ground is that of the brightest 





star, Aldebaran, and looking over C9 from C4 would be the direction of looking towards this 
star rising in the sky. Mentioned for pattern Horse was the beam oriented to Summer Solstice 
rise-Winter Solstice set. The Winter solstice is nearer to the rise of Horse. Cow rises nearer the 
Summer Solstice, and referring to this event could be the arrangement of three pits of position 
C14, as a line with orientation similar to Horse’s back. 

Cow, the big picture on the ground, as she is the biggest economic asset, vanishes rather 
quickly, within a very small part of the sky. Features not apparently star positions (C12, C13, 
C14) are present, and if joined from mound to C15, give a direction for the Pleiades to the west. 
The end of the story, as the face of Cow sinks into the western horizon, could be seen stand-
ing on position C9, Aldebaran, looking towards this same star in the sky, over the feature with 
a cow’s skull (in C15), within the woven circle. This happened around the time livestock would 
have been slaughtered, rounding off the life of some livestock, and possibly near the time the 
cattle remaining may have been put back in the byre for the winter season. 

The entire cycle of ‘birth’ and ‘death’ of the constellation could be followed during these 
November nights as well: after the sun had set, Cow rose on the east, and before dawn, the pat-
tern had circled to the south and had died in the west. Through the year, both the rising and the 
setting of the constellation can be considered as having framed those periods most important to 
the subsistence welfare of the inhabitants of the settlements, of the end of the birthing period 
to the time of slaughtering livestock.

Uitgeesterbroek 18 Horse and Cow pattern 
The Uitgeesterbroek site obviously has a lot of lines, as features etched into the ground. Pat-
terns of Horse and Cow (figs. 43 & 47) are laid out similarly to the relative positioning at the 
500-600 year earlier Velserbroek-Hofgeest site. But Horse, as an ‘activity area’ is above – to the 
southeast of the field system – rather than imbedded in a cultivated area as at the earlier site 
in the Velserbroek. Here in the Uitgeesterbroek, the pattern made up of large circles, the area 
could have been used for enclosing livestock. Enfolding livestock as area would be analogous to 
the time of the constellation rise, enfolding the time of birth of new livestock. This could also 
be the form association of the large arcs of features1321 and 1385, forming the iconography of 
a horse (fig. 43): starting in the east going around to the south and ending in the west, similar 
to the path of the constellation in the sky. Two circle centres, that by H7 and a smaller partial 
arc in Horse’s head between H2 and H3, could have something to do with a line very roughly 
approximating the Summer Solstice rise-Winter Solstice set (at the centre, and approximate to 
within 4-6°), or to the western side of the inscribed circle which is better (c. 50° azimuth for 
the Summer Solstice). 

Directional indications for Cow’s rise are the numerous gullies dug into the field over the area 
in which Cow, as the pattern, was imbedded. The site was periodically flooded, the earlier phases 
of gullies were obliterated, and set out again and again in the same general direction. There was 
no slope of ground. The later phase of pattern Cow had features with a more humus rich fill, 

Figure 55  VbHof & VbB6: Lines drawn along features of the constellation patterns which could show 
interest in charting the figures in the sky in rises and sets along the horizon. 









indicating that the area had gone from arable to pasture. Some positions of pattern Cow were 
re-marked by the burial of large parts of cattle. For this later phase, the association of pasture and 
the pattern Cow are similar to Velserbroek-Hofgeest. 

Also similar to Velserbroek-Hofgeest is the positioning of a mound (C11), but because of the 
difference in layout relative to north, one could look over the rump of the Horse pattern to see 
the Horse constellation setting, but one would not be looking over the pattern Cow at all to 
view her demise. The directional line splitting Cow’s skull (to the Pleiades) was well marked at 
Velserbroek-Hofgeest for the slaughter period. At this later site, it appears more attention was 
given to the Horse figure – in the ditches and deep shafts – than to the features of the pattern 
of Cow. Deposits of the later period of the cattle burials were considerable, however. 

Velserbroek-B6 Horse pattern (fig. 55)
Only the figure Horse was distinguished at this site, along the northeast of the watery channel 
with deposits mainly of metal and wooden juniper ‘spears’. As the star positions were still marked 
with standing posts, the lines drawn (fig. 55) are along point positions. 

A Summer solstice rise – Winter solstice set alignment is found through the lower part of 
Horse’s body. In this case, it is the very well marked path from H2-H11 (H1 was marked by a 
horse’s partial jaw). The broad, linear feature along this trajectory had the character of a trampled 
rather than a dug feature, aside from the clear pits along the way. The processional is implied, 
possibly in conjunction with throwing materials into the channel, and could be directionally 
towards the setting Winter Solstice Sun, about a month before the start of Horse’s rise. Again, 
Horse is also directionally as the ground pattern pulling up the Winter Solstice sun to the later, 
brighter months. 

A line to rise and set generally is shown for the constellation, through the square:
From the position H10 – marked with tibias of livestock, and a juniper trunk in form similar 

to a tibia, at this part of Horse’s patterned anatomy of ‘tibia’ – one could look across over H7, 
and see Pegasus passing (az. c. 71°; at an altitude of c. 9°) beginning with the foreleg (H12, ι 
Pegasus) if visible, to Scheat (H11) to Alpheratz (H9), the top of the tibia, and δ Andromeda, 
H10, the distal tibia position on which one was standing. The deposits of tibias of sheep/goat 
and pig at the ground position of H10 could be in reference to the rising of Horse as spanning 
the time of birth of this part of the livestock package. Looking the other way, standing on H7 
looking over H10 (c. az. 258°, also at a higher angle in the sky, c. alt. 30°) one could see the stars 
of head, back and rump (c. alt.16°) going down.

Horse and the set of the Winter Solstice sun can be combined in the sky, as they are on the 
ground by the direction of the worn path – possibly a ‘processional way’ – and the deposits in 
water along the west of the pattern Horse. Mention of planet Mercury was made in combina-
tion to Odin/Wotan/Wodan, and Horse. The planet is apparently difficult to see, but would 
perhaps be visible above the horizon every 6-7 years, after the Winter solstice set. The constel-
lation Horse would have been visible, more to the west, when it got darker, going down during 
the night. 





 .                       -  :                 
                                         -
    ⁽    .    ⁾

Of the two Schagen sites, only Schagen Muggenburg-I will be gone into for directional indica-
tions.113 A few have been shown over each of the four constellation patterns in Figure 56A-56D. 
Again, many could be drawn, but those shown could demonstrate inhabitant interest in align-
ing the figures on the patterns in the sky. With four overlapping figures delineated, the Schagen 
settlement area forms a storyboard, whereas interpretation can be done through combinations 
of materials interconnecting the patterns, as seasonal timepieces.  

 .  .        ’                    ⁽    .      ⁾  

The position of Horse’s foreleg joints are marking an area with traces of iron-working and 
other outside production activities. For the remainder of this Horse and Rider pattern, there 
were no specific surface finds to suggest specific activities. The recovered features are all part of 
the patterns. Lines are shown to Enif (Horse’s mouth, H2) rising and falling, going through the 
horse burial (H7) and hoof (H15), or the rise and set of the square in general. A line to the west 
incorporates the horse burial and the foreleg group of pits, well filled and one with cut tree 
roots. This line is towards the setting of the foreleg joint position (H14) through which the line 
has been drawn (Matar: c. az. 300, alt. 5°) and finally to the disappearance of the back leg, H10 
(δ Andromeda: az. 300, alt. 5° ). 

Lines of Summer solstice rise – Winter solstice set are also shown over Horse, and incorporate 
many of the features, including those of Rider and the horse burial, and Horse’s foreleg joints as 
aligned point positions. The general direction of the dwelling is parallel to these lines, but may 
have more to do with the pattern Hercules/The Kneeler and Cow, in association.

 .  .      ’                 ⁽    .      ⁾

The Cow figure is lying here in settlement space turned as a model differently oriented than 
at the two earlier sites. She also has the house between the eyes, a difference in activity area 
between pasture land, at Velserbroek-Hofgeest, and cultivated fields and pasture at Uitgeester-
broek Polder18. 

The best-filled group of pits found for this pattern is position C2, containing many deposits 
including a pit with an inventory of ten complete pots, and a pit with wooden objects, and two 
partial piglets, at death 7-10 weeks old. As the ‘Spring’ indicator of the pit of this group (Chap-
ter 2), the designation can be better specified as having to do with the rise of the constellation 
‘Cow’ early July. Using the position of C9 (Aldebaran), looking over C2 (δ 3 Taurus), the Pleia-
des could be found, and somewhat more to the southeast, the rise of the Hyades and Aldebaran, 
two days later. This line also passes along a post in a pit, of the knee of Hercules/The Kneeler 
(position K5). Another line, two-directional, starting at a large pit (f268) not taken up within a 
pit grouping, is shown through C1, and through position K1 of Hercules/The Kneeler. Both 
of these lines to the rise of constellation Cow start at or near the border of settlement space on 





Figure 56  SM-I: Lines along important features of the four constellation patterns, to the figures at the hori-
zon. The patterns of Horse (A), with sun orientations; Cow (B), Greater Dog (C) and Hercules/Thor (D).





Figure 56  SM-I: Lines along important features of the four constellation patterns, to the figures at the hori-
zon. The patterns of Horse (A), with sun orientations; Cow (B), Greater Dog (C) and Hercules/Thor (D).





the west as defined by the linear feature filled with butchery waste of bones, 91% from cattle. 
Thus, regeneration of the Cow figure in the sky could have been lined up with standing near 
remains of slaughtered cattle. 

The same line to the west is to the constellation (alt. 15°) going down at the end of October.
Particularly for the start of the slaughter period, a story-line is told on Cow’s demise: Stand-

ing near Hercules/The Kneeler position K1, which is his raised right hand, with a pit contain-
ing a pseudo hammer-axe and a club-like tibia of a horse, and another pit with two complete 
cattle skulls, one could look over position C1, the corner of the pattern’s head, toward the large 
pit f268, with split skull. Cow as constellation sinking into the western horizon conjoins with 
the time Hercules/The Kneeler rises on the northeast, a combination that will be gone into 
further, below. 

Low altitude directions to the Pleiades (c. az. 295°, alt. 3°) and Hyades (c. az. 283°, alt. 4°) are 
shown as well, the first along the side of the face (the line of the model itself) to the corner of the 
butchery waste ditch and the other from C2 to the large pit (f268) with split skull (fig. 56 B). 

If there is some action as time told through these lines, the period is the start of the fall to 
disappearance of the constellation Cow, and again could be marking beginning and ending of 
the slaughter period, the first two weeks of November. Before this had occurred, however, the 
two other constellations had come up. They both overlap Cow on the ground, and this is an 
aspect where marked place combines overlapping time.

 .  .              ⁽            ⁾         ⁽    .     ⁾   

After Cow, the next of the patterned settlement constellations to rise was Greater Dog. On the 
ground, he sprawls over the entire settlement from the features bordering the area to the south 
of the house, to the activity area in the north of excavated settlement area. Greater Dog is pulled 
down out of the sky as horizontal aspect more closely related than the other figures to his verti-
cal stance as figure at the horizon. He does not have a very long life span as sky feature at this 
latitude, but includes the brightest star in the sky, Sirius. 

The rise of Sirius could be seen, before dawn, in the southeast the last week of August. This 
place on the horizon could be found standing on his right foot position (D 10) looking over 
positions D2 to D3 (pit f248 with kilos of burnt grain) and over D4, the burial of the very old, 
and very large, male dog (altitude sun c. –12°; altitude Sirius c. 4°, azimuth c. 124°). Or, as some-
what higher in the sky (altitude c. 7°), the star could have been found (if the roof overhang of 
the dwelling did not block the view) by looking over the linear feature of Dog’s back, doubling 
as Rider’s thigh, along the post in Hercules/The Kneeler’s K5 position, along the end of the 
dwelling, and along the burial of the young, great dog (f238) buried next to the dwelling. 

Sirius moved along to the south, at the highest only about 22° above the horizon, by the 
end of September. The time could have something to do with the harvest, also considering the 
exceptional pit with grain (D3) in his pattern.114 His rise can also be seen in combination with 
the fall of the constellation Hercules/The Kneeler, described below.

From the end of September, Greater Dog started descending to the southwest. His demise 
in the sky could be seen looking from the burial of the old dog, across that of the young dog, 
along the side of the dwelling, to the southwest. Although the line could refer generally to the 
constellation, the line shown could also point to Sirius (azimuth c. 225°) about 10° above the 





horizon. It is the same time, and a similarly high elevation as that found in the line shown for the 
general Cow (fig. 56 B), with Aldebaran at about 13°, almost due west (line K1-C1-f268). Cow 
and Greater Dog are together on the horizon, going down at the time suggested to have been 
the beginning of the slaughter period, and disappearing during the second week of November, 
before dawn. Also on the horizon, in-between the two figures, and also a striking combination, 
is the constellation Orion, the three stars of the belt c. 12° above the horizon (Alnilam, azimuth 
c. 248°). Thus, a line of brilliant stars were visible from Aldebaran, the three of Orion’s belt,115 
and Sirius, sinking for the next few days, closer to the horizon. On the eastern horizon, the last 
figure of the suggested constellation patterns in the ground, has been circling around, and must 
be seen in concert with the others.

 .  .           ⁄            :                      ⁽    .     ⁾  

A human figure, Hercules/The Kneeler takes a different path in the sky relative to the animal 
patterns. Horse pulls Cow along a path similar to his own. Greater Dog has a shorter trajectory 
(being further away from the celestial pole), remaining relatively low in the sky, but ending a ‘life 
cycle’ at the same time as Cow, going down about 45° apart. Of the four constellation patterns 
of the settlement, Hercules/The Kneeler is that nearest the celestial pole, and he never entirely 
disappeared. He is in general a dim figure, as far as magnitudes of the stars are concerned (tab. 
13). As for the suggested Rider pattern (which is even dimmer), astride Horse, better conditions 
were required for seeing Hercules/The Kneeler, relative to the animal patterns. 

Remaining in the sky at his lowest position above the horizon, due north (keeping a minimum 
of altitude 5° for visibility), were the right hip star (η Hercules at c. 6° above the horizon; K4) and 
his right leg to foot (knee as σ Hercules, K5; and foot as three stars ( τ, υ, φ Hercules) at an altitude 
of about 13°. The left leg was also above the horizon, through the recovered patterns, altered to 
include the very dim M92 globular cluster through the linear features at both Schagen Muggen-
burg sites (cf the ‘dimness’ factor within inversion as heavy marking on the ground, Chapter 4).

From this lowest position at the horizon in the north, the constellation rose from mid-Sep-
tember to a position over the northeast by the end of October (centre of the torso c. 16° above 
the horizon azimuth c. 47°). His stance was with right hand angled to the east, legs higher to 
the north: that is, nearly upside down, something he shares with constellation Horse. During this 
time, Horse had been going down and had disappeared over the west-northwest. Constellation 
Cow had reached the west, and Greater Dog the southwest. 

One of the lines to Cow’s demise in the sky (fig. 56 B) used the right hand position (K1) of 
Hercules, with the hammer/axe, and club, and the pit with two cattle skulls, to the pit with split 
skull (f268), near to the bordering slaughter waste ditch with cattle bones. As movement and 
reflected by deposits in his pattern, the rise of Hercules/The Kneeler in the sky is at the cost of 
Cow. It is the slaughter period. 

Figure 56 D shows a line from the ground pattern of Hercules’s right foot (K6) to position 
of the elbow (K2) to the right hand (K1). In the sky, this could refer to the centre of the torso, 
around mid-October. A line is also shown along the house, along the post in his right knee 
position (in K5), over an important position of pattern Cow (C2), and the grain pit of pattern 
Greater Dog (D3), to the horizon. Looking over these features the first week of November, the 
middle of the torso, c. 20° above the north-eastern horizon (azimuth c. 52°) could be witnessed. 





The same line, in the other direction, to the southwest is where Sirius is going down, the sec-
ond week of November (lower, c. 6° and later than the line of pattern Greater Dog, joining the 
two great dog burials, Figure 56 C). Here then, overlapping as settlement space, as time, are the 
patterns in the ground of Cow and Greater Dog, with referents to the same time, as part of the 
pattern Hercules/The Kneeler. The figures overlap at the site of the dwelling.

The harvest was long gathered, livestock had been slaughtered. Until the rise of Horse, Hercu-
les/The Kneeler was the only constellation, of the four patterns, which had the distinction of 
being in the sky during the time before dawn for the coming period. From a position over the 
north-eastern horizon, the constellation rose to a high (more than 50°) position over the east 
by the winter solstice. By January, when Horse had started his rise, Hercules/The Kneeler was 
nearly overhead, and by the end of January, his right foot was directly overhead. From that posi-
tion, he swivelled around and started a descent towards the northwest. 

Early July, the three figures of Cow, Horse and Hercules were visible before dawn above the 
east, south, and west/northwest, respectively.  

Somewhat later, the line of features of Dog’s back (fig. 56 C) to Sirius on the southeast, 
could be used the other way around. Standing by the post (K5), looking over Greater Dog’s 
back/Rider’s thigh, to the northwest, Hercules/The Kneeler could be seen, upside down. His 
right hand/club, the brightest star of this constellation Kornepheros (K1), about azimuth 307° 
was near the horizon (c. 5°). Looking the other way, Greater Dog would be seen a month later, 
and Hercules/The Kneeler was nearing his lowest point in the sky. Two parallel lines are shown 
in Figure 56 D across Hercules/The Kneeler pattern towards the northwest, a direction to the 
torso (azimuth c. 328; ε and ξ Hercules, both stars c. 5° above the horizon). By the time Greater 
Dog as a fully visible constellation was up on the horizon, Hercules was at his lowest point on 
the north. Connected as overlapping figures in the ground, the two figures are interconnected 
as a period, the one falling, and the other rising. 

‘Hercules’ is one of the Germanic gods mentioned by Tacitus. A Thor/Donar figure is usually 
taken as the northern myth counterpart to the classical Heracles/Hercules; the thunder god 
Donar, was the Germanic predecessor of Thunor or Thor; he was assoicated with the seasons, 
fertility, crops, and lightening as positively influencing crops (Davidson 1988, 214; 1993, 47; 
Simek 2000, 316-326, 332). He was also connected to Jupiter/Jove, through texts on northern 
areas (cf  also Battista 2000). Adam of Bremen in the 11th c. wrote on belief in Thor: ‘They say 
he rules the air which controls the thunder and the lightning, the winds and showers, the fair 
weather and the fruits of the earth….Thor with a sceptre seems to represent Jove’ (History of 
the Archbishops of Hamburg (IV, 26) cited in Davidson 1964, 84). 

Within the seasonal interpretation of Chapter 2, it was suggested that pit group 3 (fig. 5) was 
the first at the settlement, as there were only two pits (Sping and Fall). The group is here taken 
up as the right hip (K4) of the constellation pattern. The importance of the figure may also be 
indicated as that pit group was dug first. 

At SM-I, there was only one, large, standing post placed in a pit. The post has been taken up 
variously in preceeding chapters. In Chapter 2, the post was part of the interpreted, horizontal 
‘settlement axis’ (fig. 5: f120, fig. 14), as a point of a line through dwelling area, and burials of one 
of the great dogs, horse, infant, to three graves of older humans. In Chapter 3, Pliny was quoted 





on the wood species of the post – poplar (Populus sp.) – as the tree of Hercules, in Roman con-
text. Chapter 4 took it with the other pits having poplar, single standing pots and hammer(stone) 
as characterizing the partial Hercules/Kneeler constellation pattern. Using this right knee star 
of the constellation Hercules (σ Hercules; K5), there were lines mentioned above which could 
have been used in charting the revolution of the constellation, at the horizon.

The post, at the corner of the dwelling, could be brought into connection with ‘high-seat 
pillars’ associated with Thor, and Irminsul, similar to Jupiter pillars (Davidson 1988, 22-4; 1993, 
101). The ‘high-seat pillar’ has usually been interpreted as something carved with an image or 
on which a statue image of Thor was sitting. 116 Here the ‘image’ could be differently approached 
through translation as an ‘image’ refering to a constellation: sitting on high. The constellation 
position was directly above, at the end of January.  

The constellation Hercules takes a markedly different path in the sky relative to the animal 
figures, and it would have been at least partially present during the entire year, as part of the 
yearly cycles of risings and fallings of the other three constellations before dawn. The post of 
poplar (K5) is used within horizontal lines for directions which could have been used to chart 
constellations Cow, Greater Dog, and, as Dog’s back, as well as to the Hercules constellation at 
the horizon. When the image was ‘sitting on high’, the right foot position was directly overhead. 
Foot-symbolics in regards to generative principles was gone into in Chapter 3. Here is a figure 
that overlaps the house, in horizontal aspect, and is ‘pointed to’, in vertical aspect which would 
bind generative concerns of the inhabitants and the sky position.

Starting at the end of January, Figure 57 shows Hercules in his near zenith postion, when 
constellation Horse is coming up on the east, and then three points in time as aspects of the 
night sky, before dawn, as subsequent months of  the coming cycle of the year with the four 
constellations. 

Mentioned in regards to the Horse pattern were the summer solstice rise/winter solstice set 
directions built into the pattern. The same could have applied to setting out the direction of the 
dwelling, and as combination, the northeast (thus, summer solstice rise), as also the place where  
constellation Hercules/The Kneeler became fully visible. Hercules falls towards the northwest, 
which could again be a possible inter-connection to the sun, setting at the summer solstice. The 
summer solstice is however more closely associated with the time of Cow’s rise, and exactly with 
the rise of the Pleiades, if they could be seen during the shortest night. Both figures of Cow and 
Hercules/Thor overlap the house which has the same approximate alignment of those shown 
through Horse (fig. 56A) for the line Summer solstice rise – Winter solstice set. In section 6.5, 
more will be done with the implications for gender, inhabitants and constellation patterns.

 .  .         

The Milky Way is included in Figure 57 and mention must be made of the movements of this 
sky feature. It separates the constellation Hercules from the others, and revolves with the three 
animal constellations, which have their places on the massed band of dim lights. Better condi-
tions were necessary for seeing the Milky Way, even then (moisture in the air, sites near the sea), 
than for most of the stars of the constellation patterns. When it is visible, Horse (with Rider) 
runs along on it while Cow and Dog are more imbedded in the band of the Milky Way. 





Except for the earliest site (Velserbroek-Hofgeest) discussed in Chapter 4, the Milky Way was 
suggested as reproduced as a feature on the ground, and as border, as water (Uitgeesterbroek 
Polder, Velserbroek-B6). At this Schagen Muggenburg-I site, there is a long ditch bordering 
settlement place on the west which was filled with bones of slaughtered livestock. The square 
enclosure of linear features at SM-III may be marking a similar position, and perhaps this is 
where livestock was slaughtered.

Figure 57  The sky at night, before dawn, 300 AD (lat. Amsterdam: 52º 35’) with four aspects and the 
position of the constellations found as settlement patterns at SM-I: 
•  The end of January, Hercules/Thor is directly above (right foot at Z: zenith). Horse/Pegasus is coming 

up in the east. 
•  In early July, Hercules/Thor and Horse/Pegasus are visible, and Cow/Taurus is coming up in the east. 
•  At the end of September, Horse/Pegasus is going down in the west, followed by Cow/Taurus. Greater 

Dog has come up in the southeast. Hercules/Thor is at his lowest position, but does not entirely disap-
pear. 

•  In early November, Hercules/Thor starts to move higher—towards his zenith position in January—
and Cow/Taurus and Greater Dog are dying in the west and southwest. 

  The Milky Way as revolving sky landscape feature is also shown along which the animals are situated, 
and is separating the three constellations from Hercules/Thor. The tri-partition of the night sky, based 
on interest within settlement space, is important for insight into perception and cosmology.





In the sky, the Milky Way is a ‘linear’ feature, which in good conditions cannot be missed. 
The Milky Way and the areas to either side form a type of tri-partition visible to all. Join the 
dot images of stars are certainly a matter or perception and tradition, but the feature of Milky 
Way is simply a striking feature. 

During part of the year (at the time before dawn) it cuts the night sky into parts. It crossed 
overhead, horizon to horizon, during the warmer months to the beginning of November at 
these farming communities, as Figure 57 shows schematically. As the path of the animals, that 
part of the sky ‘above’ the Milky Way with Horse, disappears from view as the colder months 
begin.  The area to the other side of the Milky Way is that visible, and of those marked in settle-
ment place, constellation Hercules/Thor remains. Correspondences to division within settle-
ments and the night sky  – of inside, borders, and outside – leads to redefining pagan sky-space 
as tri-partite, relative to the Christian mode of a unified ‘heaven’. This tri-partition of the sky 
formed in the sky by the Milky Way will come up again, in relation to a larger scheme of cos-
mological space as earth and sky. And for later texts, the three parts of the sky are seen as the 
areas of Asgard, Midgard and Utgard (Chapter 7). 

 .  .                                                :                   

              

General orientations through features, as the patterns laid out, can be read to the horizon when 
regarding materials deposited in them. Telling time, for the yearly cycle, through the seasons 
within the context afforded by constellation patterns, is through settlement space. Clearest, as 
sequence and time, is that of Thor/Hercules and his club to split skulls, and the ‘dying’ constel-
lation Cow. There is also the ‘dead’ aspect of the dogs to the dying Greater Dog constellation 
and the same applies to the horse burial, and constellation Horse. Taken together, the dialectic 
of sun and night features also seems to be present in general orientations.

The tradition of building Horse around a reasonable orientation feature to the sun, slicing 
the year, at the summer solstice rise and winter solstice set, shows this figure most clearly in 
combination to the day for the tradition of Noord-Holland sites. The aspect of night and day 
will gain more attention below (esp. section 6.6).

Synchronising ‘alignments’ through overlapping the figures, certainly at the Schagen sites, is 
an ingenious system for bringing night into day. Unfortunately, it cannot be said whether or not 
Greater Dog and Thor/Hercules patterns were late introductions in marking settlement space. 
How the figures as distance relationships were achieved is a matter for a subsequent work. For 
the patterns, the key is probably in the dug arcs, circles and circle centres of the Uitgeesterbroek 
Polder Horse. Concentrated upon above were the orientations as pointing to the constellations 
through the year, at the time before dawn. 

However, there is a period when the yearly cycle could be foretold, and this could be done 
only through absence of light, during the longest nights. The system of risings and fallings as 
sketched in this section for the four constellation figures could be seen from December to Janu-
ary as a nightly feature. Future time could be told by the movements, and here positioning in 
space is positioning in time. Foretelling – as a progression, as a story – as the metaphor of the 
coming year (see Barasana example, section 5.1.1) could have been done with these images 
during the period of the winter solstice. It is also the time of the start of the New Year, for the 





Germanic system as mentioned by Bede (cf Chapter 2) and Martin of Braga (cf Chapter 5); but 
also through the reasoning put forward to explain the two pit group, within the pattern Thor/
Hercules (Chapter 2), which had criteria for Spring and Fall, but not Winter. It was regarded as 
the first group, and it is within the pattern Thor/Hercules. 

After the sun went down, these longest nights could be used to watch much of the proges-
sion of the year to come, as the movements of the four figures. Constellation Hercules would 
have been low in the northwest, and constellation Cow and Horse, on the Milky Way, moving 
along, Sirius coming up later. The progression had been made with Hercules falling further, and 
subsequently rising towards the zenith. However, even during the longest night, at this latitude, 
Hercules did not reach his highest point. This could not be seen until the end of January, and 
then it was before dawn. The direct connection between the sun, in shortest days, and length of 
night enables one to see the progression for the coming economic year. It is that time opposite 
(6-7 months earlier) to the high-point of activities being foretold. The night-time figures foretell 
the growing length of days’ activities. 

The ‘metaphor of the year’ was suggested by an anthropologically gained example of cultural 
astronomy of the Barasana (Chapter 5) and foretelling was gone into in Chapter 3 as undoubt-
edly inherent to Germanic practice. Text indications could be further filled in for other Ger-
manic regions, as will be gone into in Chapter 7, for decoding the Voluspa as a more intricate 
manner of telling time through constellations as mythical figures. Here the economic year is 
both foretold in long nights, and drawn out for the yearly cycle, but must be looked at again, in 
regards to the model set up in Chapter 2 on pit contents and ritual. 

 .                  :                        ,      
                        

For the two Schagen sites, Chapter 2 set out a model of the general economic and ritual year 
based on a pattern of mainly three pits per group. Taken up were text indications for feast-days, 
some correlation through aging criteria, and seasonal markers of first deposit in each pit of a 
group. These were horse bone (Winter: December/January); skull parts (other than horse)/
hazel/holed wood (Spring: May/June); and, no discernible deposit at the bottom of the third 
pit for October/November. It was also suggested one group of three pits was dug and filled per 
year, within ritual, during the duration of the settlement. There are however the four suggested 
constellation patterns at Schagen Muggenburg-I (and implied at Schagen Muggenburg-III). 
As timepieces, the four can be combined with the apparently inbuilt sun alignments into the 
ground patterns of the night sky and the three points of ritual suggested for the pit groupings.

As the sun orientations are built into the constellations patterns on the ground, and extending 
the ‘foretelling’ theme, the sun at the solstice points foretells the arrival of two constellations dug 
as patterns, while three constellations are combined in the Fall season: 

--Winter pits – winter solstice: the start of the new year, foretells of Horse rising in 
January combined to Hercules/Thor rising to his zenith position. 

--Spring pits – summer solstice: foretells of Cow rising in July, and possibly the Ple-
iades rise connected to the Summer solstice, conceptually, if they were not visible. 





--Fall pits – early November connected with the rise of Hercules/Thor and the 
death of Cow, during the slaughter period. Greater Dog as a timepiece is also con-
nected with this last occurrence, as he goes down with Cow. 

There were exceptions to the seasonal criteria. The ‘model’ was set up using SM-I data, through 
those pits containing the most finds: those stretching off from the dwelling and those in the 
northern metal working/pot firing area. In-built as part of the night-time figures, these lines 
have now been connected with rise and set of the sun, at two time-points within the year. The 
third point marked is the slaughter period, and is part of the internal argument of Cow constel-
lation, setting in November. 

In rounded off months, the sequence would be: 6 months – 4 months – 2 months, as the 
intervals between the occurrences now modelled for the pits. Or: Winter solstice – to Summer 
solstice – to the beginning of November – to Winter Solstice. 

Coming up in August, Greater Dog’s rise was not taken up as a time, within the model of Chap-
ter 2 of three ritual occurrences marked by three pits through the year. The pattern of Greater 
Dog has only one group of pits entirely his own at SM-I  (fig. 31). However, it appears from 
SM-III (fig. 36) that he had more positions there, and D7 was present as three pits.

At SM-I, some positions were suggested as being used for more than one figure, and this 
applies to the pattern Greater Dog, with one exception. The exception is the overlapping posi-
tion of H8/C10/D11. Based on only one pit in a trial trench, a lot is assumed. But if there were 
three pits, implied would be a set of pits as a standard, even though three constellations were 
being marked. Greater Dog also shares positions with Cow, C3 (as D6) and C6 (as D5). With 
Hercules/Thor, shared are K2 (D2), and Rider (D9 & D8). D3 could have been shared with K7. 
Single great earthly dogs mark two other positions (D1 & D4) and could be special deposits, and 
done in addition to, or not associated with, the times of pit digging/filling. 

D10 is the only position at Schagen Muggenburg-I where Greater Dog clearly has his own 
pit group: it is his right hind foot. It was very well filled with complete jars, standing in a deep 
pit (Spring, f154) with a thick layer of dung, as exception to the re-deposited peat fills of all 
other pits. The combination might be taken as a clear referencing to cattle, through milk (for 
the containers) and the dung. The Winter pit (f156) was packed with non-worked wood, and 
the small Fall pit (f155) was packed with pottery, exceptional in this regards for Fall pits in gen-
eral. The pattern of Greater Dog might through these deposits be considered associated in this 
outside production area with female activities of pottery making, if they occurred here, and/or 
cattle. The two constellations, Greater Dog and Cow, go down together in November, whereby 
they are also associated, as time. And/or this area, and the larger number of bones from wild 
species associated with it, could have a hunting-dog association, as the male associated activity 
area of metal working.

The rise of Sirius can be placed with harvest activities, and D3 was marked with a pit packed 
with burnt grain and worked wooden objects. It is a position possibly shared with a Hercules/
Thor position, K7. The pit was regarded as a ‘Spring’ pit, through the holed pieces of wood and 
an ox molar. Insect remains amongst the grain also indicated ‘Spring’ (tab. 8). Thus, the specific 
time of harvest correlated to Greater Dog’s rise cannot be argued through the pit fill, although 
his rise could have something to do with the harvest. The matter of why things were deposited 





at all is gone into in section 6.6.  Interpretation as offerings will not be the path taken in regards 
to pit contents. 

It was mentioned that the groups of generally three pits could be taken as marking three rites 
per year, but not that it was assumed only three rites took place each year. If there were harvest 
rituals, they could well have been in the fields. Any traces left would be outside of the excavated 
area, except in ‘grain’, as the last sheaves saved, such as may be represented in the pit of Greater 
Dog, D3. From the pits excavated, it appears it was a one-time occurrence, as a massive quantity 
of ‘seeds’. These can be seen as directly commensurate with the overall generative theme (Chap-
ter 3) of seeding deposits in the earthly context of pits. The time of harvest is marked through 
the alignments of the Greater Dog figure to itself as the pattern in the sky.  

Sirius, the head of Greater Dog, is the brightest star in the sky, but of the four constellation 
figures, he has the shortest period in the sky. Yet, it is this figure found covering much of the 
settlement area. Symbolically, the general watchdog, lying over the entire settlement place, was 
generally needed, and not season specific. In Chapter 7, the figure of Garm, the ‘greatest of dogs’ 
in Norwegian/Icelandic myth, will be identified as the constellation. He seems to howl, only, 
in this later text. 

 .                                                 
       

To reiterate: to tell time by constellations, one does not have to mark them at all, and certainly not 
with two-meter deep pits. The interpretation of the figures as features has not yet included under-
lying meaning. The figures and their sky actions are a framework through which suggestions as to 
concepts may be made through specific finds and features in specific layout. This section takes two 
approaches. Firstly, through the different sites with the constellation Horse pattern, one position 
of Horse’s (left) fore hoof is regarded through time, as reflecting a tradition, and binding tradition. 
Secondly, for the one site of Schagen Muggenburg-I, ‘binding’ is taken as an anthropological theme 
regarding different positions as networked through particular types of traditional materials.

 .  .                    ’       :                           

In reading possible intent, the position of Horse’s hoof (H13) may be decipherable as it was 
recovered as points in a chronology of the 900 years spanned at the different sites. The features 
of H13 are shown for the four sites in Figure 58. Interpretation here takes into account Horse’s 
sky path as described above and variation in form and finds can be related to earthly events. Due 
to the quality of deposited materials within the position, the earliest (VbHof) and the latest site 
with the recovered position (SM-I) are most telling and gain the most attention below.

VbHof hoof finds 
At the earliest site here discussed, the inhabitants of VbHof made recoverable deposits in Horse’s 
hoof in two pits in position H13 (fig. 55). While this earliest site does not show the three-pit 
pattern generally, Horse’s hoof was marked as three pits, as were some of the alignment positions 
over Cow pointing to the Pleiades and Aldebaran. 





Forcefully stated in Horse’s hoof position, VbHof-H13, are aspects of winter and spring in 
two of the pits; an absence of recoverable finds characterizes the third pit, and that is commen-
surate with the Schagen model of some of the early November pits. The designations below of 
‘Winter’, follows the horse bone criteria; ‘Spring’ is through skull parts, although horse bone is 
also present. ‘Fall’ is that remaining, and has no finds. While the designations have little to rec-
ommend them except for some correspondence with the 900-year later Schagen model, the 
story here is one of internal consistency. Pit-finds of this earliest Horse’s hoof will be regarded 
therefore in detail in how they may be read as facets of activities, as arcs of time, and processes 
thereof, as applying to subdivisions of the year, and gender associations as deposits. 

winter: The winter pit is probably directly associated with the rise/rebirth of Horse in the east. 
Although finds in this pit are few, they can be read as wider in timely scope, of spheres broader 
than those of the Spring pit. The winter pit was roughly rectangular. In the dead of Winter a 
total reactivation is marked as deposit combinations that can be read as a general recycling of 
time in the three complete finds:

1. The bottomless basket find was the first deposit. Originally, the basket was com-
plete, the purpose possibly for (crop) storage, an important part of winter. One 
cannot know if it was purposefully destroyed for making the deposit. What was 
recovered was in perfect state, without sign of damage, wear or rot. 

 Without bottom, the basketry in the round is a circle with depth. It is literally 
analogous to a ‘star’ in form and colour as it was back-filled with clean, white 
sand. At the same time, it is a small-scale ‘well’ deposited as a non-functioning 
entity.117 The woven circle could also then also refer to ‘water’, as the objectifi-
cation of the means of obtaining water, given the circumstances of the subsoil, 
as activity. The means for storing/containing crops and water is through weav-
ing willow branches. Within ‘water’ another facet of the deadened aspect of 
(mid)winter signing is towards ground water welling up.118 

 Woodland management in the form of pollarding and/or coppicing has been 
delineated by Maisie Taylor (Therkorn et al. 1984) as the method to obtain 
the type of straight, first year growth of willow branches found at sites of the 
region.119 A pollarded tree gains a bulbous ‘head’ atop the trunk out of which 
growth renews and the branches stem, in the later spring.

  
2. After the woven ring was back-filled, the two-pronged implement made from 

a shed red deer antler was deposited. It had wear traces along the tips of both 
prongs. The distance between prongs is that found between cultivation marks of 
initial ground breaking traces at the site. This implement had wear traces when 
deposited, but it was complete.

 Red deer shed their antlers in April, and new antlers are completely grown by 
about the end of September (Ryder 1968, 14). As (rather strange) natural materi-
als, antlers are thus also seasonal, cyclical markers – branching, sprouting out of 
wild animal heads, and falling off. Again, in the ‘winter’ pit, the referencing could 
be as dead antler/branch, but forward-looking to the activity of human control of 
plant regeneration through cultivation. Red deer antler ‘branches’ regenerate in the 
spring, thus also paralleling the natural cycle of tree branches.  The ‘knot’, the crown 
of willow branches atop a pollarded trunk, or that sprouting out of the ‘foot’ of a 
coppiced willow, start producing its crop for weaving baskets/circles with depth, 
the initial deposit, about the time deer heads start sprouting their antlers.120





 During the season of (coming) ‘frozen’ ground, the object was deposited look-
ing ahead to the flow of activities leading to regenerated plant life, similar to the 
‘water’ idea woven into the bottomless basket.121 The water and plant theme are 
intertwined as parametric to life. As basic, they may have been as part of ritual 
actively induced through being attached to the hoof of Horse – of sky action 
– frozen in the settlement area, where it will all occur. As he comes into motion 
in the sky, he reappears to pull up the days that will become increasingly longer, 
as constellation, fully visible by April.

3.  The third find, in the winter pit is the complete shoulder blade of a horse. With 
no wear traces, it may not be a recycled implement. The deposit could just stand 
for horse, as direct referencing, and in reference to pulling day into place, that is, 
over settlement space, and/or even as an object of divination (Chapter 3). When 
constellation Horse is higher and Cow on the horizon, the birth of livestock has 
been rounded off by that of calves. As Horse spans – is visible throughout – the 
period wherein all livestock are born, this third find could be symbolic of all of 
the livestock species, that is, the facet of domestic ‘animals’. 

Generalized in the three organic finds of this pit are facets of water, agriculture and livestock, as 
farming life necessities, within the framework of ritual action in forming one-third of Horse’s 
star-hoof. The three finds are organic materials, and refer to ‘upwards’ as they are parts of animals 
and tree elements, which grew and walked on earth. 

Figure 58  The features of position H13, Horse’s (left) fore hoof, at the four sites.





Spring: This pit contrasts markedly in various ways to that of winter. In the sky, by early June, 
Horse had been pulling up the lengthening days until he is overhead, somewhat to the south; 
that is, the constellation is all the way ‘up’. By this time lambs and pigs have been born, and foals 
in May. If rites preceded the next series of occurrences, the spring pit will have been dug and 
filled prior to the rise of the constellation Cow, possibly around the summer solstice. Preparation 
of the ground for planting would have occurred. At this site, Horse lies on the area of cultiva-
tion. The pit of Horse’s hoof contains finds falling within his cycle through specifying activities 
more fully within those suggested as generalized in the winter pit.

As a progression through time, the circle of white/star ‘water’ is taken through to the circle 
form of the Spring pit. In sharp contrast to the white sand fill of the winter pit, ‘Spring’ was 
back-filled with black earth (‘green’ was not suggested through grass remains or sods with grass). 
Re-generation of the season, along with the broken bits of materials (pots, bone and wood) are 
in contrast with the above described pit, and perhaps an early form of ‘spring-cleaning’ could be 
implied. Within this dug circle-with-depth is included the triangular for two specified activities:

1.  The two complete querns are triangular in section and of the type known as 
‘Napoleon hats’. The querns specify a stage in the production process towards 
crops for human consumption. Again, as the antler implement of the winter pit is 
in anticipation of ground breaking, the spring deposited querns are in reference 
towards a future time. The find is ‘inorganic’, a product gained from the earth.

2.  The pit circle also contained another ‘triangle’ as a form, as a complete clay loom 
weight, referring to an aspect of secondary product of wool, a product which is 
gathered, ‘harvested’ in June/July, and woven later in the year. Weaving, as it was 
referred to in the woven basket ring, as binding action as time, will be taken up as 
a theme below. This complete triangular find is again made from an earthly-won, 
inorganic substance.

3.  Pot sherds were deposited in this pit, especially in one layer, that with the human 
tooth. Various pots are represented from coarsely made to thin-walled, black 
burnished ware. As fragmentary incomplete pots, the sherds are a selection that 
could have been made to reflect activities involving containers for storing, cook-
ing and serving. Rims are overly represented, as incomplete circles/incomplete 
mouth-openings. Represented in broader terms is the activity of making pottery 
as cycle to the end of the use-life: broken pots, returned to the earth, from which 
the clay was won. Again, inorganic products are represented, made from earthly 
won materials. However, the ‘state’ is fragmented, coinciding more with the two 
following categories of felled animals and butchered trees.

4.  Re-deposited, fragmented animals are well represented particularly in the selection 
of incomplete jaws/’mouths’, analogous to the over-representation of rim/mouth 
sherds from broken pots. There is also human ‘mouth’ represented by a tooth. A 
foreleg bone represents dog, however. Perhaps then represented are just for those 
species ‘feeding’ on grass/crops of the period to come. Together, with human 
tooth, there are certainly six species represented – possibly seven as goat bones 
were not distinguishable from sheep. Thus, possibly all of the domesticated animals 
and humans could be represented. Two horn cores from cattle were also deposited, 
paralleling but also in contrast, as the animal is domesticated, to the head sprouting 
elements of the wild animal of the winter pit, in the antler implement. 





 The bone material of eating waste could be the remains of  ‘ritual meals’. However, 
the symbolic meaning of deposition is not touched with this often used designation. 
Forward looking, the selection and deposit of bones could have been done within 
an aspect of burying bones and regeneration of livestock, spanned by the time of 
constellation Horse. Cattle bones are most numerous and can be seen as bodily 
‘trunk’ elements aligned with troping of trees discussed in Chapter 3 (fig. 28).

5.  ‘Broken’ trees are represented in thirty-one finds as short lengths of thin branches 
and thicker parts of ‘limbs’ and trunks, without any sign of leaves (which would 
have been preserved). There were also three deposits of bark and one of root 
wood. That is, all ‘body parts’ of trees are represented, from feet to crown, but 
as broken bits, similar to the fragmented bone and pottery. One of the two oak 
lengths was charred. Worked objects of wood were not deposited in this pit. Thus 
the tree finds, as was put forward for Schagen in Chapter 3, could be signing/
standing for just what they are: parts of Trees, and deposited within a theme of 
reflection of and regeneration of the landscape. There are seven species of trees 
represented, an example of selection.

 The number of species could also correspond to the number of animal species 
represented. There were more willow deposits as wood, as cattle bone is most 
numerous of the animal bone. 

Fall: The third pit is the smallest of the three. It is round – of the same diameter as the woven 
ring in the winter pit. It was back-filled with slightly grey, sand fill – that is, in colour, midway 
between the white and black of the winter and spring pits. The layers of the site did not include 
a naturally occurring ‘grey’ colour. There were no recoverable finds in this third pit of the group. 
The designation of later October/early November could apply from the SM-I model, as could 
the suggestion of blood or organs, made during slaughter season. Taken with the above two pits, 
the colour scheme implied may be winter-white, spring-black and fall-red. This would take the 
liquid of water, welling up, from the first pit, to blood down into the earth at the time the sur-
roundings moving to the period of apparent ‘lifelessness’. Horse was already ‘dead’ in the sky. 
Cow is descending.

At least the winter and spring pit can be read in direct relation to the seasons spanned by the 
constellation part of hoof into which they were placed. Importantly, finds of completeness are 
contrasted. From the winter pit, they are obtained from above the earth (antler, woven branches, 
horse shoulder blade) in white. The stones and clay of the black spring pit are earthly won and 
complete as triangles. In the dead of winter, absence of the broken is also in contrast to the 
Spring brokenness – of pots, animals, and trees – exactly at the time plant growth and newly 
born livestock have become evident in the surroundings. The facet of the fertile black earth 
deposited in the Spring pit, cut deeply into white sand, is reminiscent of the Schagen colour 
scheme. Here at this earlier site, the aspect of fertility and re-generative concepts as the deposit of 
broken materials (seeded in the earth) might be more evident, through the contrast between pits 
with light-fill/complete/Winter and dark-fill/broken/ Spring, than at the Schagen sites. Time 
is contrasted as well, opposite to each other by six months, as the sun takes opposite positions 
through the alignment of wood as Horse’s back position, at the solstice positions (cf fig. 55). 

As an aspect of the horizontal, the ‘hoof ’ pits are situated at the border of cultivated fields and 
pasture areas. The areas are dominated by the figures of Horse & Cow respectively to the east 





and west. The complete finds show conjunction of daily life tasks and show patterns produced as 
part of production processes; the partial finds, the broken bits of life, are ends of pot/animal/tree 
as objects to be buried, seeded in the earth. 

The activities represented can be ascribed as well to male and female spheres, and further to 
the up:down aspect of white:black, the rectangular around a circle, the circular around triangu-
lar; the activities of cultivation and Horse spanning the livestock package. The tellurian/female 
aspect of regeneration is given through the broken to the complete, and reflections of activities 
of weaving and grinding, in transforming domesticated materials into fabric, and food cooked 
and stored in pottery products. Especially the aspect of re-generation will be taken up with the 
Schagen hoof position, below, as burials of people.

 
the Ub18 crescent hoofs
There were no recoverable deposits at Horse’s H13 position at Uitgeesterbroek Polder 18 (figs. 
43 & 58). The position as crescent form – although ‘triangular’ can also be recognized – was 
drawn most clearly three times, but possibly as many as six times. Redrawing the form at this site 
may be connected to the same seasons as suggested for the above three pits based on the SM-I 
model. Suggested in Chapter 4 was that the emphasis at UB18 was on an unnaturally resting 
Horse with drawn up legs, whereby the stretched hoof position may not have been conceptually 
important to people at this site. The same themes illustrated in the VbHof site are present, but 
less directly. The ‘agricultural’ is not a deposit, but the area to the west, under Horse’s hoof and 
folded legs, where narrow gullies weave the area (as the cultivation marks of VbHof), overlying 
the seasonal, or fallow periods, of pasture. 

The ‘circle’ with broken animals in the ‘Spring’ pit, was not carried out here in the hoof 
position, but in the large scale, through deposit of much bone waste in the Horse figure’s head-
neck-legs (f1321) as possible livestock enclosure; the large-scale circle was an open ditch and 
could have (seasonally) held water. The three-pit model is not at all in evidence at the site, and 
without spatial definition, it is impossible to define succinct units, features, as timely units. The 
deposits within the enclosing ditch could of course have been made through the course of the 
year; and, horizontally the ditch is made up of three lengths. However, no clear patterning of 
finds could be delineated within the three ditch lengths of f1321. 

triangle of VbB6: points on a circle.
The triangle formed from wood of this Horse’s hoof  H13 position (figs. 39b & 58) directly 
combines the ‘foot’ to ‘tree-symbolics’ as was discussed in Chapter 3. In contrast to the later 
Schagen sites with almost exclusive deposits of wood from deciduous trees, the evergreen of 
juniper was used at this site for Horse, marking particular positions in addition to oak, which 
marks point positions as posts. In this hoof position, the three sides are the bonds between the 
three points. Represented are the upper elements of ‘trees’ as branches and trunks. There were 
only three species: oak, alder and juniper. This is certainly in contrast to variation shown in the 
deposited tenons of the other features, representing a larger selection of species.

The largest trunk is from alder, lying down; the standing posts from oak. With three wood 
species, and three sides of a triangle, perhaps the three-season theme was being designed. As 
one feature, the three sides show completeness perhaps as one year. ‘Threes’ are only clearly in 
evidence here, in this feature, and in the three stakes of oak at position H11 (fig. 39b). 





the Schagen human hoof
Spare bodies are obviously a necessity for marking stars, or one star, in the manner exemplified 
by the Schagen Muggenburg-I human remains. Sacrifice, a subject much debated in the past 
(e.g., Ström 1942, de Vries 1956/57, s283-85, Jankuhn 1967) will not be suggested. How these 
Schagen people died could not be defined. Along with the other burial, the newborn infant in 
Horse’s foreleg joint (H12), all could have belonged to this settlement as could the at least one 
(older) woman included in the cremation remains of Horse’s mouth (H1). Another human, a 
man, is represented by the one-half pelvis in Horse’s head (H2-3). All six people represented 
could have lived at this settlement at some time. It seems too neat a package however – a fos-
silized family – the age and gender composition being one where parents, three children and a 
grandchild are found represented in a contemporary death situation. 

An alternative suggested here would also start solving the problem of where everybody else 
of the Noord-Holland coastal region was deposited when they died. This involves putting the 
Horse before the humans, taking the humans as just one particular way of marking a large-
scale hoof, whereby humans are suitable deposits, and other positions are suitable for cremated 
remains or single elements. Associated are aspects of ideas of the afterlife, in the combination of 
a sky pattern as Horse carrying bodies and cremations.

The Horse at SM-I received the marking by human bodies and a body part, as he received 
human skull parts at the earlier Ub18 and a thighbone at VbB6, in addition to all the other 
things stuffed into his star positions. The humans did not receive ‘grave gifts’, except for the older 
man with a wild duck’s wing which could indicate various aspects:  fly-away, upward/sky, the 
wild and (cyclical) migrations, and Winter. The man with this duck wing was in his mid-fifties. 
In any case, ‘wild’ concurs with the ‘wild’/cyclical of antler at VbHof in the winter pit.

If in general Horse’s hoof position involved concepts broadly bound to seasonal activities and 
to the phenomena in a tripartite expression marked through form and objects, the burials of 
SM-I may be subsumed under these as again illustrating a point. The burials are then also points 
on a triangle, as the built form of Vb-B6 hoof entirely made from wood. The arrangement of 
bodies can be likened to the VbHof pits of Horse’s hoof.  The young woman can be aligned to 
the position of the activity specific, black, turf-filled, spring pit. The young man is nearest the 
suggested grey/red of the possible November pit. And, the older man is in the woven white-star 
position of the winter pit.

There is a nine-hundred year difference in date between these sites, but perhaps the cor-
respondences between gender and activity divisions indicated by materials in the two pits of 
VbHof can be carried over to the gender of the later layout of burials. 

The older man would be then in a position overseeing general concerns, and possibly specified 
at least to tasks of cultivation, or ground breaking, water-winning and/or basket-making, divina-
tion and/or the livestock package as symbolised by the horse scapula. The burial of the young 
woman corresponds with the pit having objects for weaving, grinding, pottery making and use of 
pottery, animals as food – the sphere of domestic maintenance activities. Without deposits accom-
panying the pit of the young man’s position, only the colour and possible blood, and slaughtering 
would be suggested. He is also found on the Horse, below, as the mirrored Rider pattern.

The three humans at this position could form a unity, as a metaphor of the year, of three 
seasons and associated rituals, and in direct reference to the cyclical nature thereof. Thusly, the 
people as dead humans would have been taken up in concepts of cycle of states of life, death 
and regeneration. 





Subsuming humans as symbolizing points in cyclical time and short-term expectations, as the 
other materials in the similar position seem to be modelled, also implies a selection was made 
of those having died. Whether or not the burials represent deaths of one year, corresponding 
as well to season of death (that is, December/January, June/July, November) is unknown. The 
people could well have been related, whereby lines of kinship drew inhabitants back to the 
settlement for burial. ‘Horse’ in particular settlements could have been used in the sense of death 
monument, within rules for inclusion which could have included age, gender and time of death. 
As mentioned, human burials and cremations are exceedingly few and far between along the 
coast for whatever period, and presence of human burials seems more of an exception than the 
rule. Human bodies or parts may be reflective of exchange within a cycle of death and rebirth. 
Through the materialization of Horse’s cycles, going along for the ride suggests the cyclical of 
another life. And, as shown through the other sites, Horse’s hoof or mouth was not necessarily 
a receptacle for humans. With one exception, however, all human remains for the sites discussed 
are in star positions of Horse. The exception is the left, human thighbone in Hercules/Thor’s 
left thigh position at SM-III. 

 .  .          :          ,           ,          

In this section, the networking of finds and the theme of binding are considered as a tradition 
of the SM-I settlement deposits. ‘Weaving’ time was a theme touched upon above through the 
pits finds of basket, loom weight, and lattice of cultivation marks at the Velserbroek-Hofgeest site. 
A short anthropological interlude is used here to put into a more global perspective the impor-
tance of ‘binding’ through daily life activities within facets of cosmology. Binding within studies 
on religion has quite a scope of history, topics and materials. In the last century, researchers such 
as Frazer, Van Gennep, Dumézil and Eliade had examined the theme, as set out in an overview 
of aspects of these works by Piccaluga (1987). She noted however:

‘...in general the scholarly world continues to address the issue [of binding] merely 
on the phenomenological level, thereby leaving the question of the historical foun-
dations of the binding motif unresolved.
On the properly historical level, however, it seems possible, and indeed necessary, to 
establish the precise relation between the sacred value of the bond and the type of 
reality that lies at the origin of this value, to explain why such a phenomenon arises, 
and under what circumstances’ (Piccaluga 1987, 159).

Continuing for the features at SM-I, the occurrence of other gifts in pits further binds the settle-
ment traces. In addition to finds of spindle whorls at SM-I and at least one wooden element 
of a loom, there are the tenons and possible measuring rods in pits that can be included in the 
theme of binding. (No basketry was found at the Schagen sites.)

The binding motif within various (including archaic) cultures has much to do with, for example, 
deities binding enemies and ensnaring evil human beings; making sins concrete within ritual by 
tying knots; capturing animal/fish souls through ritual lassoing, netting, and ensnaring; and, of 
gods netting deceased humans. The functional categories of everyday use are often transposed 
to the superhuman. Those appearing in ritual and myth also at times bind and/or capture sun, 





moon, or clouds (ibid. 160; B. Rappenglück 2003). ‘Stars’, as constellation patterns, could be 
added here as one of the outcomes of Noord-Holland settlement research, as they are bound to 
the earth as settlement place.

One can argue the spinning/weaving traces within a global research theme, illustrated by the 
archaeological features with finds. ‘Weaving time and spinning fate’ are understood still as meta-
phor and, similar to the suggestion of ‘life’s path’ (Chapter 3), could well be imbedded in long 
term logic of actual practice. The usage is also clearly present in Germanic and classical myth. 

However, as those traces are only textual, it remains undefined to what extent myths are 
evidenced as more ordinary traces of people’s activities. The concrete and important activity of 
weaving shown as deposited materials, but representing quite an involved and specialist process, 
has already been discussed above for the VbHof Horse’s-hoof time as settlement space. Through 
the Schagen burials, the often (implicitly?) held assumption is supported that weaving was prob-
ably a female activity and housebound. Later, the earliest codified customary laws, Lex Frisionum 
(c. 801 AD) for the more general region of Frisia, specified a higher penalty for injuring the 
hands of weavers, specified as female, goldsmiths and harp players (both male) than injury done 
to the hands of others (Eckhardt & Eckhardt 1982). Evidently these activities were valued as 
those of very skilled hands. 

The cultivation marks at VbHof also ‘weave’ the place as patterned – a different way of look-
ing at ard-marks – although ritual marking under barrows through ard-marks has been long 
accepted. It is doubtful cris-crossing is strictly functional for cultivating fields, certainly in the 
light sandy soil conditions of the VbHof site. Literal, materialized myth referencing could be a 
feature of the homespun traces of small settlements, through the seasons and the configurations 
marking them particularly clearly at the SM-I site.

The stars of the Schagen sites are here the captured features spun into the settlement fabric. 
Between the literality of Schagen and the metaphors of today are the texts with the mythologi-
cal referents that are not yet translated to everyone’s satisfaction. Plato’s ‘spindle of necessity’, 
accepted as the workings of the universe and the night-sky context, is turned by the three Fates, 
singing of things past, present and that to come (The Republic X.11; Lee 1974, 460-464). Frigg’s 
spindle, as a Scandinavian designation of the constellation Orion has been mentioned. The three 
Norns, as the fates, will be found at the base of the World Tree in Chapter 7, also in the sky.
A few of the more obvious deposits, possibly used to weave pits together are gone into.

spindle whorls: Activities of spinning and weaving are parts of a process working toward a product. 
Weaving was well represented at the earlier site on Horse’s hoof in basket and loom weight and 
further interpreted as to male and female spheres of activity. Loom weights were not apparently 
deemed fit for pit deposits at the Schagen sites, although they did occur near the dwelling at 
SM-I, on the subsided habitation surface. 

The spindle whorl deposits in pits were not bound to a particular season. They also occur in 
pits of all four constellation patterns. At SM-I, a spindle whorl occurs in each pit group which 
go to form the line to the sun along the NE-SW of the settlement as well as in the groups 
extending from the dwelling to the northeast, possible also a sun orientation. 

The find imbedded in the dwelling floor of SM-I has the form of a giant spindle whorl 
(Chapter 2, fig. 6). If it was meant as a spindle whorl – for a giant figure (see more on upscaling, 
below) – it may certainly indicate the regular sized whorls deposited in the pits were not only 
reiterating the importance of spinning on earth, as activity, but also to the concept of earthlings 





responsible for spinning together daily-life time to stars and sun, the time keepers. As the star, 
pit-points form alignments to the sun, spinning materials would refer to binding night:day of 
the seasons as well as settlement space, as different strands of activities through time. 

At SM-III spindle whorls occurred in features of the figures close to the dwelling: in Kneel-
er’s right foot (two features within the dwelling) and Cow’s right eye (one feature).

tenons: Use of tenons to connect beams together is the earthly-ordinary of farmstead construc-
tions. Tenons are most notably connected to the VbB6-Horse which as a whole was formed pri-
marily as deposits of unworked wood and standing posts. Binding could also contextualize the 
87 unused tenons, as symbolically holding together the wooden construction of Horse, as the 
star-pattern holds together much of the year in spanning the sky. Alternatively, or additionally, 
tenons could also have been deposited for pinning the pits holes to the ground. The revolving 
sky feature would be therefore not only mapped and marked, but also constrained as an inverted 
superstructure of the otherworld. At the same time, the male:female principles could also be 
signed, along the lines suggested in Chapter 3 of worked wood within tree symbolics, planted 
in earthly holes. 

There were no tenons in pits at SM-III. At SM-I, none of the wooden objects with holes, a 
criterion used for defining spring pits, contained complete tenons, as the spindle-whorls con-
tained no spindles. At SM-I, ten pits contained twenty tenons made from six species of wood. 
They were recovered from all four of the constellation figures.122 Although tenons were depos-
ited in pits of all constellation figures, the Kneeler with ten tenons in three pits of his right foot 
and knee positions has the majority of these finds. As the spindle whorls, the tenons are not a 
seasonally specific deposit. The large scale House-as-Settlement will be discussed below, whereby 
tenons are seen also as a practical gift idea to oneself for a later life.

rods: One material category is represented of which the use is uncertain, but they may have 
been remains of measuring rods. They are in any case rods, and as the features were measured in, 
these objects could well be that used to do it. None are complete. They could be distinguished 
through the knobs, and in one case because of the clear working of a relatively long length. 
It is not certain they were used for measuring, but it would be an interesting type of binding 
category – binding the stars together as settlement place through measuring by long existing 
formulas. The broken rods, as far as can be determined (3 of the 5) occur in Winter pits: Cow’s 
left eye (maple), Dog’s right foot (wild cherry or wild plum), and Horse’s left foreleg joint (cor-
nelian cherry). Feature 27, Horse’s skull, interpreted as representing three seasons in one feature, 
contains two rods (cornelian cherry and hazel). Only hazel overlaps with the wood species used 
for the tenons. Rods are not in Hercules/The Kneeler, which contrasts to the majority of tenons 
in his pits, pinning his right knee and foot to the dwelling position. However, the figure was 
only partially excavated, and following the suggested pattern, two important star positions of the 
upper torso were not excavated. 

Although the number is small, it possibly indicates a season-specific pit context – winter – in 
contrast to spindle whorls and tenons. This could be associated with the time they were used, 
as measuring the new group of pits to be dug that year, if the interpretation is correct that the 
cycle started around the winter solstice.





 .                                           :  
               

Scales and directions are themes of this section. Regarded first is the way the shallow pits with 
burials of animals and humans are reflected as small scale figures relative to the large scale pat-
terns. Secondly, various scales and directions are approached, and specific deposits become asso-
ciated with engendering place. Within the long term of the interpreted patterns, it is again the 
Schagen sites where the themes will be developed.

Although Hercules/Thor and Greater Dog were not recovered from the earlier sites, they 
could in any case not have overlapped Cow and Horse as they do at SM-I. The spatial relation-
ship between Cow and Horse remained similar from the earlier to later sites. The main differ-
ence is that the dwellings of the earlier sites were not evidently taken up within the figures. The 
late dwellings are integrated, as built into the figures at SM-I and SM-III.

It is tempting to see this as something also caught up in social terms of domination, if there is 
a change through the 900 years, rather than examples of individual family ingenuity. Somebody 
along the line thought up the overlapping system whereby the pattern Cow was turned on her 
axis, losing an area of pasture as an earlier settlement area, but gaining a house between her eyes 
at the later sites. The house is at the same time however underfoot, as it is the right foot-to-knee 
of pattern Hercules/Thor. 

If the sites do represent transformations and real change within the system of marking and 
making time, integration of differently used areas of settlement space – house, cultivated area, 
pasture – forming a completeness, give way to domination of areas through being overlapped by 
particularly male figures of the sky. As time, counted and measured-in, orders activities carried 
out, socio-economics are implicated as well through the spatial placement of engendered figures. 
This idea is illustrated by the burials of SM-I in a specific sense.

 .  .                   :                               

While the constellation patterns are moving about in the sky, doing their yearly rounds, they 
have been mapped in settlement space as inactive figures, captured. Horse and Cow patterns are 
more akin to a map of setting and rise, respectively. Greater Dog as ground pattern is a good 
map of his rise. Hercules/Thor is a map of his near zenith position, but already falling towards 
the west-northwest. Relative to the constellation patterns as maps in the ground, the burials of 
animals and humans are mirror images. Figure 59 shows the animal and human bodies and the 
scaled-down versions of the constellation figures. 

The burial of the stallion, although bound, is a reflection of the ground pattern as sky figure. As 
betwixt and between his rise and death cycle, and positioned in central position in the ground 
figure, the meaning here could reflect the rise, looking at his death, but ever present as he is 
pinned to the ground. Mapped as features in SM-I, it is running away as the October Horse. The 
stallion, presumably sacrificed, reflects the direction of the rise of Horse, beginning in January. 
Cutting the back leg tendons to achieve the positioning in burial emphasizes the unnatural re-
ordering. Reordering is bound to gaining control of natural revolutions going on above one’s 
head, and then bound to a point in one’s settlement.





The young male, human burial from Horse’s hoof position seems to reflect the defined constel-
lation ‘Rider’ of linear settlement traces tracing dim stars. His flexed position is in mirror image, 
feet missing. The features defined as the constellation part of Rider’s leg also seem ‘footless’. The 
missing feet of the young man, as mentioned in Chapter 3, would be a reification of the feet, 
possibly used as relics, and saved and/or deposited elsewhere. The flexed position in death is then 
here reflecting the action of ‘riding’ in death to the north. 

The older man is at rest, on his back, all body parts present and naturally positioned. The next 
constellation figure along the settlement axis to the southeast is Hercules/The Kneeler whom 
he could be reflecting, as the positioning of the constellation just falling from his zenith point, 
towards the southwest. The older man is the only burial positioned to have a view of eastern 
sky phenomena as rises/beginnings/renewals/regeneration. This, in combination with body 
positioning – peaceful and complete, his age in the mid-50’s, and reflecting the giant guardian 
(but armed) figure, with dwelling as lower leg – puts the human figure in position as head of 
the family. In combination to the discussion of the Horse’s hoof (H13) position through time, 
and the types of deposits in the Velserbroek-Hofgeest pit position, this reflected position of 
Hercules/Thor on high puts both human burial and the constellation in better perspective as to 
general meaning. The ‘overseeing’ quality of the constellation, because of the higher path relative 
to the other constellations to an overhead place in the sky can be correlated to the overseeing 
position of this man as burial reflection. ‘Head’ of the household is the highest figure, above the 
house.

One of the great dogs – male and old – seemed to have been purposefully laid in his grave in 
twisted position. Greater Dog’s stance is rather unnatural in the sky as well. This buried dog is 
somewhat similar to a mirror image of the pattern. (The one SM-III settlement dog is similarly 
laid out in twisted position and is also a reflection.) The other great dog, young, at SM-I could 
be a mapped rising position, as the head is to the southeast, but peacefully laid out on its (gender 
could not be established) side (fig. 6). 

If the inhumation of the woman has to do with the remaining constellation of Cow, imaging 
is different and less direct. The constellation pattern is the head of Cow. Along the life-death 
continuum of the settlement axis, the young female from position of Horse’s hoof (H13) and 
newborn infant (H12), are shown. Directionally, the young woman has some relation with the 
ground pattern within the theme of reflections. At the later Schagen sites, the Cow patterns are 
over the house, and as area would be associated with activities of daily maintenance and women. 
Household inventory of pottery within the pattern and the one-half quern stone, for example, 
emphasize this, as well as consistent occurrence of very young livestock as bone material, empha-
sizing the aspect of nurturing. Within the life-death axis, there was a very shallow and empty 
cradle/grave suggested at the end situated to the southeast of the dwelling (grp. 14, fig. 5; also 
C5, fig. 31). The infant burial may have to do with this feature in ground pattern Cow, and the 
position could be the muzzel/mouth area. The creation myth on the gigantic Cow, Audhumla, 
will be taken up in Chapter 7. 

The infant and young man were positioned in death looking towards the north, as may have 
been the young woman, although she could be looking up. Pattern Horse on the ground is 









Figure 59  Up-scaled burials and the large-scale constellation figures at Schagen Muggenburg-I. The horse 
and humans mark positions within Horse. The horse and younger man burials are mirror images of the 
constellation figure and Rider. The older man could be connected to aspects of the Hercules/Thor figure; 
the younger woman (shown with the neonatal infant recovered by the hearth at position H12) could be 
associated with the Cow figure. One of the large dogs was laid out in a strange position and is shown relative 
to the Greater Dog pattern (the other large dog, by the house, was laid out in the opposite direction).
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carrying them to the north. The burials of older man, horse burial and great (old) dog were 
positioned looking more to the eastern horizon. Their respective figures rise here in an arc on 
the horizon similar to that of the sun, through the year from northeast to southeast. The horse 
was presumably sacrificed (he was 5-7 years old). More work needs to be done on these aspects 
of age, gender and burial position, and certainly the greater, encompassing context of pattern 
Horse, for researching patterns as (regional) tradition. 

Importantly, earthly animals are taken up in the system, as actors ordering the life-death 
cycles. The night figures in the sky and the everyday figures of settlement are not in opposition, 
but are reflections of different states and scale. Humans and animals, as reflections, would then 
be metaphors, and conceptually part of rises included as part of a continuing cyclical scheme of 
regeneration. Afterlife, for animals and humans, and the otherworldly of the sky is implicated.

 .  .                            :                           

                     

Directions, gender indications, and different scales are used in this section to suggest similari-
ties in structuring. At the largest scale, the overlap of the constellations at SM-I is also spatially 
structured as a house layout. And, the other way around starting with the smallest unit of pit, 
Hercules/Thor, besides having the dwelling at both Schagen sites as a block on his leg, also 
appears to have a smale-scale house in his right arm at SM-III, as pit feature 58 (fig. 61, 51, 36 
position K2, fig. 19). 

At right angles to a line of three, the fourth pit (f58) is similar in having the NE-SW align-
ment of the actual dwellings of both sites. The main divisions of the SM-III farmhouse seem 
to have been replicated in the pit: seven pots, deposited as complete, varying from a miniature 
to cooking pots and very large sherds from storage pots were placed exclusively in the south-
western end of the pit, commensurate with the dwelling end of the house here at SM-III. The 
pots were atop an upstanding calf ’s lower leg and a shaped (5 x 3 cm) horn core and section 
of ox skull. There is then pottery, cattle and calf, as female associations within the one end of 
this pit. Near the centre, the pit division was marked by an oak post, placed upright, the only 
post in a pit at SM-III. It could be representing both the main roof supporting element of the 
superstructure, and/or that aspect of Thor’s ‘high-seat pillar’. (The latter was mentioned above 
in section 6.2.4 in connection with the post outside of the north-eastern corner of the SM-I 
dwelling, and part of Hercules knee position: as part of lines to the horizon, but also as vertical 
element pointing upwards to Hercules/Thor at his zenith position.)

Placed in the north-eastern half of the pit were only a few deposits of branches and charcoal. 
At this site, charcoal was limited to this pit. On surfaces, charcoal is linked to the male sphere 
of outside hearths of the north-western end of the settlement (SM-I) and inside hearth at the 
north-eastern end of the SM-III house. The fuel was found in proximity to these features, in 
contrast to the turf remains of fuel of the dwelling-end hearths (fig. 13).

The dwelling is expressed then – at least at this latest site – within the double-scaled ordering 
in relation to Hercules/Thor: dwelling as large body part of right leg which carries Hercules/
Thor in his rounds, while he carries the small ‘model pit-house’ in his right arm. 

It can be assumed the inhabitants sheltered themselves first, building their dwelling, before 
using the seasonal cycles of time to make the ground patterns as shelter of the sky through the 





duration of settlement years. At SM-I, it was suggested that Hercules/Thor’s right hip position 
(K4) was the first pit grouping to have been laid on in the new settlement. The two pits (Spring 
and Fall) lacked small bits of settlement noise inclusions. Through subsequent years, the other 
groups as patterned constellations were set out. Dwarfed by the images amongst whom they 
walked as figures created by digging and filling time-bytes as pit-stars, the inhabitants were at the 
same time constructing a house plan for their images, similar in plan to their own. 

The SM-I dwelling was apparently one area, the well-ordered hearth in a near central posi-
tion. A find near a possible NW doorway at SM-I was the giant ‘spindle whorl’, connected to 
the female activity sphere and theme of binding discussed above. The finds of the SM-I dwelling 
somewhat outside the opposite doorway were the ox mandibles and stone. Although there were 
no definite internal activity areas at SM-I, the deposits near the long wall and threshold position 
are similar to SM-III, as direction and gender attribution.

The SM-III dwelling was longer and divided into two areas, lending a good spatial analogy to 
larger settlement space, as excavated at SM-I. Within the dwelling of SM-III, the double-gender 
sphere deposit was found to northeast of centre. Near the junction, but closer to the NE end, of 
the two main areas was found together a small, complete pot and an astragalus of an ox (Chapter 
2; fig. 16). The pot would refer to the female sphere, and analogous to the partial pots under the 
SW hearth of the living area. The astragalus – although also in reference to cattle – could be read 
as the means used for divination. As set out in Chapter 3, defining the ‘lot of life’ was probably 
more associated with males (e.g., Tacitus, Germania X), and the astragalus deposit is mirrored by 
the deposit under the hearth of the north-eastern end, where an astragalus was placed with a 
foot-bone of a horse.  This end with traces of metal-working and charcoal around the feature is 
marked in line with a male activity area.

The pot and astragalus deposit is near to the place of the two opposing doorways, each with 
a deposit under the threshold. In the north-eastern long-wall was an entrance marked by a 
complete (but imported) pot, upside down, with the ‘mouth’ downwards. As to positioning, this 
pot is reminiscent of the seven inverted pots over the female cremation remains in the star posi-
tion of Horse’s mouth at SM-I (H1). A threshold deposit of a complete horse’s leg marked the 

Figure 60  The dwelling of Schagen Muggenburg-III and dwelling divisions and door openings related 
to gender as activities and directions.









opposing entrance. Directions of female and male areas within the house therefore can also be 
drawn through to entrances: the northwest as female and the southeast as male. Figure 60 shows 
these gender and directional/material relationships.

Up-scaling the house of SM-III produces a spatial arrangement, when turned 90°, not unlike 
the layout of the total SM-I settlement area, where SW = SE (fig. 61). SM-III with large hearth 
in the area with traces of metalworking corresponds to the outside work area with hearths to 
the northwest of the SM-I settlement, and both house and settlement demonstrated metalwork-
ing, with charcoal at this end. The south-western dwelling area of the house is equivalent to the 
southeast of the settlement with the dwelling. Entrances as settlement space directions would be 
given as northeast:male::southwest:female. 

On the west, the ‘entrance’ of settlement space, in analogy to the doorway, is formed by 
the arrangement of the line of Rider’s back to the ditch (f 162), at right angles to the border-
ing ditch (f107), dug to the southwest. The junction of the two ditches is the top right side of 
Cow’s skull, and the overlap of the ground patterns Horse and Cow is positioned similarly to 
the junction of the two main areas of the dwelling (fig. 61). The Cow constellation patterned 
within settlement space is not a stalling area, but was the living end of the dwelling. This was 
also suggested through the small pit model, with calf bones under pots. For the position of the 
north-eastern ‘settlement threshold’ there is Hercules/Thor’s raised right hand (K1), the equiva-
lent to the male, south-eastern dwelling doorway at SM-III. 

The protective/guardian aspect is in settlement part and parcel of the domination theme. 
The constellation Hercules/Thor is always at least partially visible in revolution in the sky and 
the pattern is built in the house, and the dwelling is the site of continuous activities throughout 
the year. As the older man reflected, there is also the facet of continuance binding settlements, 
as family generations. As Horse’s (left) hoof of death is defined as burials, the image of Hercu-
les/Thor’s right foot and leg is dwelling construction. The settlement axis is dominated by these 
male feet, in life to death. 

Foot symbolism discussed in Chapter 3, as to the generative, male, and domination aspect 
argued by various authors can here also be distinguished as a dominated place as the house, the 
equivalent to the feminine as shoe/stocking. This would be a literal hierarchy of space as scaled 
relationships: giant sky figures as settlement place/dwelling structure dwarfing humans. The 
dwarfed male humans, probably directing the positioning, and other cosmological concerns, 
have given themselves a direct connection to the figures, as reflections, as Rider and Hercules/
Thor, and taken male animals up within the scheme, as the stallion and great dog. There is only 
an indirect association of women to the animal/Cow pattern. 

Coming back to the un-worked wood at SM-I, almost exclusively from deciduous trees, the 
branch and root finds are associated particularly with Horse and Rider – the roots are in Horse’s 
right foreleg joint. There are willow branches in his (f27; H2-3) featured head, as there are in 
Rider’s head (f185; R1). 

Figure 61  Scales of place and gender from the smallest pit f58 (SM-III), the dwellings (SM-I & III) and 
the settlement (SM-I). Hercules/Thor has the house of both sites associated with his right leg, and pit 
f58 is at position K2 (cf fig. 36).





In horizontal aspect of constellation heads of SM-I, the west is in horse foreleg joint/rooted-
ness, and east is the head/branches of ‘Tree’ symbolics (cf 3.3).  West is then ‘down’ as east is ‘up’, 
as it is in the cycles of the constellation figures. The east – insofar as was excavated – is upwards 
and shows point positions; downwards, as west, is bordered. Entrance/threshold along this long-
wall/earth was defined as that paralleling the female/Cow-associated opening. ‘Female’ would 
be again connected to the earth – Cow tellurian, fertile, but also the border is here: earth. ‘Out-
wards’ to the southwest is then the equivalent of ‘into the earth’, downwards=west, as branches 
of Horse-Tree were upwards=east. The bordering ditch, filled with butchery waste, is thus now 
connected with longwall=earth=down=west. 

The suggestion was made that this same linear feature is the equivalent of the sky feature 
Milky Way along which Horse is running: the sky is divided. The Milky Way would be then also 
be the border between earth and under-earth. Constellation Cow in the sky is on the Milky 
Way in her life cycle, as therefore somewhat paralleled in the earth-border containing the butch-
ered remains of cattle in feature 107. 

Figure 62  Settlement daily and night movement, summarising directions, gender and feature layout as 
axes of movement.





The large patterns dominate settlement place, as static parts, but as movements in the sky 
they are like earthlings relating more to their respective place of transitory duration, but moving 
through the days’ activities, lit by the sun. The ‘doorways’ of the settlement as being the overlap 
positions of the four constellations are also the axis NE-SW of sun and reiterate the interweave 
of night and day. The axes form corridors of conceptions, mental pathways, through and along 
which daily life took place within sky-seasonal-time phenomena. Figure 62 summarizes these 
relationships within day and night practice. 

The west, as related to the female threshold, is the place of the death of constellations, while 
the east is more associated with the risings and males. The point positions of space along the 
east-northeast were contrasted with the bordered aspect of settlement place along the southeast-
west (fig. 13 & 14). Figure 62 takes this further in relating gender attribution, ‘thresholds’ for 
people and horizon figures in their rising and fallings. 

The season of constellation Cow, her connection to the June rising sun and the earthly eco-
nomics of cattle breeding, inhabitant welfare through livestock as food, and various secondary 
products is perhaps masked at this site by the overlap of the Hercules/Thor figure, and domina-
tion implied of the dwelling. Tasks done by women and the importance of the dwelling as site 
of family welfare are obvious. 

Cow has her own territory as patterned in the ground at the two earliest sites (Velserbroek 
Hofgeest & Uitgeesterbroek Polder 18). Perhaps livestock were born in the pasture, although 
bringing them inside might have been the practice. In both cases, the female sphere (one as 
pattern, the other as dwelling) is involved. The importance of Cow as a pattern to be laid out at 
the earliest site is given by features, particularly the mound (with calf) and the line of features 
towards the setting constellation. Pattern Horse is rather sparingly marked, in contrast. Although 
the care is not particularly shown at Uitgeesterbroek Polder, there are large, articulated cattle 
deposits built into her image. 

The slaughtering aspect within imaging shown by the later settlements has however gained 
the upper hand, through altering the layout of the ground figures. This is assuming sites show 
a difference as a chronological difference. Renewal becomes the effect of sacrifice of Cow, 
as ordering time/activities is altered through reordering the spatial placement of the featured 
figures. The blow dealt by Hercules/Thor to Cow with his alignment hammer directed at 
Cow’s skull in the sky, over the pattern in the ground, is the equivalent of aiming a blow 
to the position of dwelling between Cow’s eyes (SM-I & SM-III) on the ground. At SM-I, 
complete cattle skulls are in Hercules/Thor’s position (K1), the same position as the pit with 
hammer. A large deposit, of about 1/3 of an articulated bovine is in a Horse position (H6). 
The bone deposits, elements of very large, non-indigenous cattle, which were used to define 
the Cow pattern at SM-I, were likely trade items, and obtaining them was then likely a male 
activity. By the time of SM-III, as far as one can see from the positions recovered, there is 
even less deposited within pattern Cow, while at the same time, there is ‘more’, within the 
Hercules/Thor pattern. 

More sites will of course have to be considered for this aspect before binding societal trans-
formations to these patterns. Not argued particularly is an erosion of women’s position in this 
900 hundred years, but perhaps a masking of importance, as transformations within religious 
precepts, although the two would be of course inter-related. 





The horizontal aspects of sky as male and female spheres of divided, oriented farmstead/settle-
ment scales will be suggested to be distinctive in redefining pre-Christian prepositions of space, 
retrieving under-earth as underworld within tri-partite, horizontal sky relationships derived 
through mapped horizontal earthly imaging within the settlements.123 Why the patterns were 
laid out at all, as part of religious belief, is better illustrated through taking vertical inversion 
into account.

 .                         :                   
                       

While the above sections have attempted to suggest some of the horizontal dimensions of inhab-
itant action in combination to the sky figures, this section has to do with the layered-ness of 
the vertical. The settlement/sky features bring a mix of seasonal fortune or misfortune, but the 
finds in the pits might too facilely be labelled propitiatory, for appeasing the gods. If correct that 
the features are landscaped ‘stars’, as parts – as holes – of complete figures, visible and cyclical, 
the least abstract interpretation might be sought in the figures as the means through which the 
otherworldly is accessed. The idea of different scales and states of animals and humans laid out as 
reflections of the sky patterns (6.5.1) would seem to have direct associations with expectations 
of cyclical life, as afterlife. 

The first section of Chapter 2 noted the actual geology/stratigraphy of the two Schagen sites. 
Here, the interpretation stems from the literalness of archaeological features seen through the 
interpretative framework of star patterns, as landscaping the settlement and the heavens.  

As set out in Chapter 2, the burials of animals, animal deposits and humans were in pits dug 
through the c. 1 m deep peat surface deposits to be placed on the top of white subsoil. These 
burial pits were back-filled with peat turfs. The pits more deeply dug – into the white subsoil 
– were also filled with black peat turfs. If the interpretations of the preceding sections apply, it 
is difficult to imagine of the figures as having been conceived as actual ‘gods’, and here the mir-
ror imaging idea will be extended into the vertical as relationships of symmetry, but expressed 
through different scales.

The verticality of the animal and human burials in shallow pits related to other types of 
deposits in deep pits can be brought back into the scheme of analysis through the house-floor 
deposits. Deposits were made in the clay floor, not through it. The sandy-clay, laid floors form 
the vertical border on which life took place, within the dwelling. Deposits were made in/on 
material laid down within a relatively dark area formed by the superstructure of the dwelling 
having the same shape, rectangular, as many of the pits with ‘gifts’. Dug through the dark peat 
accumulation into light material and filled with dark material, the pits in form and fill are then as 
the dwelling: surrounded during the day by light, darkness enclosed. This applies except where 
the deposits concern animals and humans: these were laid in shallow pits, dug only to the top of 
sandy-clay, white, natural deposits. Burial of animals and humans (inhumations and cremations) 
are analogous in positioning then to the colour scheme and material of the laid clay floor of the 
dwelling of the living. 

The dead arrive at a ‘new’ surface, at a border-zone within natural layering. The verticality 
of down must have to do with landscaping of the sky at night, as the burials are all part of the 
mapped star positions, and thus refer downwards-as-upwards. As these shallow burial pits were 





filled with turf, the animals and humans were also surrounded by dark. The change in ‘state’ 
living-dead is then from light into darkness, the dead animal/human deposits surrounded by 
the dark natural layering, in pits filled with re-deposited dark turf. This ‘state’ is analogous to 
the dwelling at night – dark without, dark within: the inhabitants ‘resting’, somehow, on their 
constructed light-coloured, clay floor. 

The living humans (and animals) walking on their created mapped and landscaped settlement 
sky are themselves during the day the dwarfed images of the figures as they are active at night, 
in their active revolving stances. The mirror imaging of burials is here possibly the best indica-
tion for inhabitant conception of a temporary state in passing time of day/night as points within 
continuity of activity/daily life:inactivity/sleep. 

Within inversion, as humans and animals are invisible as covered, blanketed, during their 
night, so the giant figures in the sky are covered and made invisible by daylight. The importance 
of day and night also has to do with when the figures and wandering stars – the planets, moon 
– are out and about. Wandering about during the night of planets and moon is structurally 
similar to inhabitants out and about during the day. In Chapter 5, it was noted how texts are 
unclear on planets as deities, but that this is also a matter of interpretation in regards to ‘evolution 
of religion’. If the planets and moon were conceptualised as deities, there is a correspondence 
within inverted night:day and movement between inhabitants and wandering sky features. Both 
move among the constellations – the planets and moon in the sky, and inhabitants among their 
own created constellation patterns. Carrying this analogy further, the length of night as gods’ 
day is also inverted with the solstices, relative to that on earth. The longer the night, the longer 
their day. ‘Seasons’ would also be inverted: that is why one could ‘tell’ the story of the coming 
human year during the longest night, with all of the constellation movements (6.2.6). Figure 63 
sums up the relationships of inverted situation of gods:humans::night:day.

If the layering of the site has to do with how vertical space was perceived, the layering of day 
and night was concrete. The stars are ‘holes’ as the pits are holes within spatial inversion. The 
idea was also expressed in the ethnohistorical example given in Chapter 5.4. The shades of night 

Figure 63  Contexts of action and inversion in night and day: the gods’ world and the human world 
through the year.





– as a layer – is filled with holes, through which light remained visible as night is pulled over 
‘day’. People are dwarfed figures walking over the earth, while the wandering stars, the gods and 
moon, are moving about the sky. The figures/stars are the pre-figuration of constant day, and 
the otherwordly. 
So who gets the gifts? 

Within inversion and the above construction, deposits are made downwards into the earth, into 
the light of constant day. Do gods really need these things in propitiation? They are mainly prac-
tical objects for common activities – pots, a rake, beams, tenons – and natural landscape elements 
of trees. There is also seed corn for cultivation. There are broken bits of life – pots and bones and 
wood. Considering the power attributed to inanimate objects of later texts (Chapter 3), ideas of 
regeneration could also have included these things, buried in the ground: the inverted sky.

The pits can be seen as otherworldly storage pits – to be retrieved by the depositors when 
they got there, activity specific and gender specific to be taken up again within a state in the 
future of the other-worldly cycles. 

As some of the deposits clearly show expectations of the short term of coming seasons, 
they add up to represent all three, in providing necessities for otherworldly life. Or, perhaps less 
egocentrically, useful for those already arrived, pits could be supply lines – inverted conduits 
– of practical necessities including animals through the visible star holes to the other-earth. All 
things are therefore ‘sacrificial’, through taking materials, as legacy, out of a current circulation 
into an expected aftertime. A concept of meeting old familiar objects/animals/humans and parts 
of one’s landscape in an afterlife, as gifts given through sending off through appropriate doors 
as pits – to the otherworld – keeps communication channels open throughout the duration of 
a settlement lifetime. 

However, gifty things were not deposited at all sites. They are most in evidence at Schagen 
Muggenburg-I. How best to put things on deposit may have been an individual (family) deci-
sion, changing concepts or signs (bad seasonal results) that what had been done was not effec-
tive. Earthlings in mapping by marking their settlement space could have been doing this within 
a belief that the wandering stars had imaged themselves. Thereby earthlings were mirroring 
actions, and as actors modelling themselves as deities. The relationship is symmetrical apart for 
scale and duration. As the images of the gods would be the signs of their presence, so imaging 
them would be symbolic of anticipating a perceived everlasting state, drawn from the natural 
reappearance through the years of the sky phenomena. 

The iconographic action of drawing and marking is that most important when taking into 
account the variation of how imaged parts are marked at the various sites. To join up with the 
gods in their figured place evidently required imaging earthly space as such. Non-deposition of 
gifty things in the images is a feature of the grounded body parts exemplified by the VbB6 and 
Ub18 sites. There, the area of (archaeologically recoverable) deposits for both of these sites, as 
was outlined in Chapter 4, was mainly in the areas of water, suggesting the conduit was through 
these means for some types of deposits, at that time, by those involved. The positioning and 
linearity was suggested to be paralleling the Milky Way – a watery way – as sky landscaping 
perception therefore accessing the otherworldly. Whether or not this is a chronological differ-
ence or more individual family way of sending off and storing ‘symbolic capital’ for the other 
life is a research question for the future.

 





An interpretation of night as a layer, with holes, shielding one from eternal light, constant day, 
can be derived from texts of diverse date and place possibly induced through similar percep-
tion and even common origin. Constellations on a layered shield is not something thought up, 
but was drawn from Homer (Iliad passage cited in chapter 5). For a later Germanic account, 
Snorri Sturluson cites skalds and what they see on a ‘shield’, and could be a similar metaphor (cf 
Chapter 7). The ‘world upside-down’ is a widely analysed theme of medieval practices (e.g., Le 
Roy Ladurie 1974) that could as well have a base in prehistoric conceptualising. The example 
cited in Chapter 5, of ‘folk belief ’ in stars as holes, twinkling caused by the gods walking around 
casting shadows – that is, evidently on one or the other side of the night’s surface – is seriously 

� Figure 64  Above: vertical inversion of lived settlement place, the layering of dark peat above white sand 
sediments and inverted material of dug features, the dome of the heavens, and structural relation between 
people and wandering stars, the suggested deities.  Below: the dead settlement covered with the mound.





to be considered within the long term, and perhaps very widely held ideas of ‘stars’. Of another 
context, John of the Revelation (1st c.) claimed one reached constant light through the gates 
of heaven, which were twelve single pearls (21,21), and some other connections with stars are 
mentioned briefly in Chapter 7.

If proto-Noord-Hollanders saw stars as conduits to their heaven, landscaped as pits, they did not 
conceive of stars as souls, as did Plato for example (cf 5.2.1). These conceptions would seem to 
be mutually exclusive. Most importantly, since animals and humans of both genders and diverse 
ages are represented by burials and the cremated remains, and by activity related finds, all seem 
to have been included and enabled in reaching the other side of night. They all have star posi-
tions. 

If the ‘gods’ are considered as imaging themselves, there would then also be some sense of 
causality wrapped around these ‘powers of darkness’ bringing the seasons – and something very 
definite to rail against during the introduction of Christianity, in advertising the powers of light 
and causality of sun/son. Rather than relying on historical texts, models of Superhuman Agency 
(cf Lawson & McCauley 1990) will have to be developed along a more anthropological vein 
than the historical one of unclear texts. If the constellation figures were believed to be represen-
tations, not the gods in themselves, the actions taken within ritual may have led early observers, 
for whatever their political/religious reasons and/or lack of observation, into writing down just 
part of the message, within interpretative frameworks understood. Offered here is a reading of 
multi-dimensioned complexity drawn up through settlement duration, going through time to 
provide ideas on aspects of medieval practice, as well as the unclear texts on pagan practice. If 
through the star figures the gods were conceived as bringing ‘gifts’ of seasons, as imaging some-
thing of themselves and announced by forms, these people by mapping and aligning their living 
space thought themselves and marked themselves into the cycles, which for all appearances they 
might have assumed never end. 

 .                                            :  
               

Setting out the figures was no doubt one of those activities involving much discussion and mea-
suring, walking back and forth checking the layout. Perhaps these were first marked with posts, 
pits dug only after the correctness had been checked through the actual phenomena, visible on 
many nights rising over the east, or setting in the west. One could suppose predicting and wit-
nessing a presence and/or exactness through stars and sun was also fraught with meaning bear-
ing on the expectations of the coming year, analogous to examples cited in Chapter 5 whether 
from anthropologically known cultures or from historical, European popular culture. Divination 
as an aspect of interpretation for some of the deposits was gone into in Chapter 3. As ‘feet’ fol-
lowing paths of animals and human figures, they are also present in the sky, and bring the seasons. 
At night, layout and charting could practically be done with fire lines and/or torches along the 
way as small points of light towards the horizon. The outside hearths at certain points, some 
functioning within day’s activities, have already been mentioned for Schagen Muggenburg-I, in 
Chapter 4. These could have been lit and used as fire-points at night.





Someone was probably also directing the process, with accompanying status, although assuming 
a ‘specialist’ is not necessary. Due to Tacitus’ remarks on divination being the provenience of the 
head of the family, and the manner of overlap suggested for Cow and Kneeler at SM-I (and 
SM-III), the activity was probably male dominated of setting out and controlling the ordering of 
the settlement cosmological space. Knowledge of the formulas had been passed down through 
time for at least nine hundred years for at least the patterns of Cow and Horse. Applying tradi-
tional formulas within expectations and knowledge of what would happen in the sky, when and 
whereby one’s hopes are pinned on the stars (as the saying goes) for settlement welfare, would 
be an important activity in making material specific directions as time past, as time to come. 

One thing that must be emphasized here is on the one hand the individual – (male head of 
the) family – character of what people within one settlement were doing as seasonal rites, within 
religion, and building each settlement as micro-cosmos. As far as is indicated for the period and 
the Schagen area, other families were apparently doing something similar, if one can judge by 
pits and deposits. If the same constellations were being set out, contemporarily, there is again 
an aspect that mapping the figures was most important, the action inducing their appearance, 
continuing the cycle. If families of the area were similarly aligned in their practices, allowing 
for individual and family traditions, and good and bad years influencing perhaps what went on 
deposit, these constellation figures were scattered about the landscape, not ritualised within a 
collectivised ‘special place’. 

Within communality and the sociality of ritual, as feasts and festive types of events, inhabit-
ants of single farmsteads may have been brought together especially for ritual, exchanges of 
visits, and even gift giving: for featured positions. As a type of grave gifts, they would have been 
given during life, with all the attendant status factors. The period around the winter and summer 
solstice could have been a time of exchanging visits between settlements with various types of 
contributions. Perhaps filling some positions was considered more important than others, and as 
each settlement would be laying on patterns within staggered time, and if there was a set order-
ing of positions, some farmsteads would have perhaps greater feasts than others during the same 
general rites for marking certain positions.

The only trace of communality noted for the Schagen traces is possibly the position of 
Horse’s head (H2-H3), the large pit with much of the bone recovered at the settlement. There 
were complete lower leg bones (metatarsals) of at least 14 individual cattle represented. This is 
too many for one year’s slaughter, and inhabitants from other settlements may have contributed 
some of these. Perhaps there was even an element of sport: digging some of the pits was certainly 
a matter of ingenuity, which had to be accomplished quickly after reaching ground-water level 
(in any case higher than the bottom of most pits), and then making deposits and backfilling. 

Dissatisfaction with the system, and/or the manner in which action was authorized and 
dominated, might be seen in the quality of ‘gifts’. Two really poorly made pots, really thrown 
together (Abbink 1999, 234, 270) were recovered from Greater Dog’s foot position (f154; D10) 
at SM-I. Jars were in general recovered from this area (ibid. 308), defined as the male activity 
sphere. Comparing other pit positions and further delineating this aspect has yet to be done for 
the individual constellation patterns.

The process of digging pits ended with the settlement. All of these activities stopped, pos-
sibly with the older male’s death, as suggested head of the family, at the end of settlement. Those 
settlements above the Oer-IJ seem in general to have been capped off by mounds, as were the 
Schagen settlements. 





 .                 :  
                    ,  
                

The analogy of pit-digging as marking time 
can be further extended to what happened 
to the farmstead at the end of the span of 
habitation: the ‘sum’ of the years represented 
by the settlement is marked by covering the 
area of the dwelling, and in some cases at 
least, the other main activity area. For the 
long term, mounds can be traced, with pos-
sible parallels in meaning, but here only the 
Schagen near contemporary settlements are 
taken up.

The low mounds mark a ‘dead’ habita-
tion site, covering various burials, and the 
constellation figures. Very low mounds dot-

ted the landscape of the region (fig. 65), as shown by survey and other excavations within the 
area.  The SM-I and SM-III dwellings were certainly dismantled. The bare floor with undis-
turbed hearths became the surface buried, but hearths remained intact. At SM-I both areas of 
constellation:human, male and female spheres, were covered (figs. 5 & 65). The material used had 
the character of normal settlement rubbish, with massive amounts of pottery and bone, derived 
from an accumulation over the years. Cut turfs and clay were also used, however, implying a 
winning of new material in re-layering the dead settlement upwards. 

While the main activity areas of dwelling and industrial activity hearths were completely 
covered, some parts of the constellation features were not. All features of Rider were avoided, 

Figure 65  The larger scale of inclusion of 
mounds, covering ‘dead’ settlements:  the 
mounds of the SM-I site (above) over the two 
areas of the settlement (cf fig. 5). Within the 
larger spatial, regional context, mounds cover 
many dead settlements, and shown are those of 
the Schagen area (below; from Diederik 1989). 
The bordering of settlement place is transposed 
to the larger scale of border, as the coast. For 
cosmological landscaping, the tri-partite division 
of the heavens is reproduced as was done at the 
settlement level. Mounds correspond to pits at 
the settlement level and could be ‘stars’ within 
the larger scale.





as was the hind part of Horse; if the Kneeler had a head, it was not covered, but in any case, 
his right hand was not. Cow is masked somewhat from above to below her eyes. Structurally, it 
would seem that the female aspect of ‘hearths’ was reproduced by forming the mounds, with a 
vast amount of sherds, and through the layering, it was obvious turf was used to form most of the 
mound. Both mound areas over both of the dwellings at SM-I and SM-III had been set afire.

The settlement is re-layered, upwards. Fossilized as a marked landscape feature, some mounds 
at least were the site of seasonal use. Both of the mounds at SM-I were used for cultivation, as 
shown by plough marks. The activity could not be distinguished at SM-III. All very rational is 
the use of a raised area for cultivation, within a peat area. As well, the activity bound the hori-
zontal possibly through generational succession, in continued use by inhabitants starting a new 
settlement, probably nearby. 

Marking dead settlements, these mounds have been mapped for the Schagen area (fig. 65). They 
were landscape features. In a hierarchy of scaled landscaping as scaled time, mounds cover and 
mark the place of digging pits in patterns of constellations (assuming other settlements were 
similar). They mark many stars, but become analogous to one ‘star’, as seen in the treatment of 
firing. Within the larger regional landscape, the coastal area became dotted by these mounds, as 
the settlements were dotted by pits. A duration of time is buried, which consisted as small seg-
ments of seasonal time. In contrast to the reordering of earth downwards in the pits during the 
settlement years, the totality is marked by re-ordering earth upwards in these mounds.

The Milky Way was suggested to be represented as the western boundary of the settlement, 
within the temporary duration of a single farmstead. Within the larger scale, the Milky Way 
could have become a conceptual landscape feature, within cosmology, as shifted to the west, to 
the coast as boundary. In this suggested larger-scale, cosmological conceptualisation, seeing the 
Milky Way as coast, the mounds are to one side taking their place within horizontal landscaping 
of the sky, on the east. With western aspect, the ‘sea’ at the large scale is then analogous to that 
suggested for the settlement scheme of inward:outward, and under-earth, c.q. underworld, and 
the tripartition of the night sky, in horizontal aspect (fig. 65).

Suggesting deposits of dead humans, not needed for marking star positions inland, were made in 
the sea is by absence and analogy of scale. The suggestion also serves to bind some texts together. 
An article on traces of the region closed with the following:

‘To condone the present, the legitimation of practice refers to the past, as the Frisian 
King Redbad more or less informed Wulfram in the late seventh century (Halberts-
ma 1984, 27): but a link in a chain, tradition, not he, determined punishment. The 
case at hand involved death through drowning by the incoming tide, a not inconsis-
tent sanction considering the long term, cyclical, influences of marine transgressions 
and regressions permeating decisions on the place of settlement through ‘Frisian’ 
(pre)history and throughout the Middle Ages’ (Therkorn 1987a, 110).

The text demonstrates the coastal region as connected to ‘death’ and bodies, in an interesting 
penalty through a naturally incoming tide, about three centuries later than the Schagen sites. 
Within earlier large scale landscaping as cosmology, the area was not so negative. As with the 
watery offerings at the settlement level, access to the otherworldly could have been through the 
sea (or rivers), if they did not gain a place in an iconographical Horse. Besides explaining away 





the lack of bodies for the coastal region, aside from a very few burials, and a very few body parts 
found in settlement context, the suggestion anticipates some of the facets of text interpreta-
tion of Chapter 7, of  ‘corpse beach’ (Nastrond) identified as the coast of the Milky Way, in the 
Voluspa, within a sky context. 

Mounds, circles and pits have a long history as markers, 124  here for some sites and a period 
of c. 600 BC to 350 AD they have been interpreted as part of religion within cosmological 
landscaping of stars. It is doubtful the perception was confined to the region or the period, but 
arguing the point is for another work. Between generalizations towards the Principle of Super-
human Immediacy or Agency (cf discussion in Lawson & McCauley 1990) or more simply, in 
the dictionary sense of ‘gods’, as who/what is worshipped as having power over nature and the 
fortunes of mankind (OED) lie a number of suggestions as to what these images could have 
meant to those tracking them. Just one has been presented above, in connection with stars, sun 
and seasons. According to Le Goff (1987, 44) it was especially since the ‘naturalistic’ 12th c. that 
theologians maintained: Natura, id est Deus (Nature, that is God). Which theologians, where 
exactly, and with what backgrounds – that is, if it was a (regional) traditional way of looking at 
things – will have to be examined more fully to see if the idea dropped out of the sky into the 
minds of men as late as the 12th century, also a work for the future. From about the same time 
is the quotation from Snorri starting off the next chapter. It was placed there, as the construct 
presented above arose through thinking through an internal logic of settlement traces, using 
inversion and the patterns of sky referencing to obtain the interpretation. Snorri’s text was ‘dis-
covered’ much later, but it could indicate that the construct above has something to do with 
actual reality, and archaeology could be part of history. The next chapter goes into some points 
along similar lines corresponding to interpretation within sky phenomena, but through the pos-
sibilities supplied by well-known materials.


